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ORDER FORM ON PAGE 27 

A is for Adam (spiral) Ken and Mally Ham Brilliant 
new illustrations enhance rhymes and learning exer- 
cises within a spiral-bound easel book format to make 
teaching much easier. This innovative book contains 
tips on presenting kid-sized nuggets of biblical informa- 
tion. $14.00 

A Special Door Ken Ham A rhyming account that 
highlights the link between Noah’s flood and the 
powerful need for a personal Saviour in Jesus Christ.
 $14.00 

A.P. Advanced Readers Series This is  a  step 
up from the Early Reader series aimed at chil- 
dren in grades 2 & 3. Amazing Beauty/Amazing 
Copies of God’s Design/Amazing Dinosaurs/ 
Amazing Human Body/Amazing Migrating 
Animals/Amazing Skin/Amazing Tails/Amazing 
Tongues/Amazing Tameable Animals/Amazing 
Teeth               $3.00 each 

A.P. Early Reader “God Made . . .” Series 
Colour pictures on every page help children learn 
about the Designer who made them. Nine separate 
titles: Animals / Dinosaurs / Fish / Hair / Insects / 
Plants / Puppies / The World / You (Ages 5–7)
 $3.00 each 

A.P. Learn to Read Series These books are 
designed to assist children to learn to read while 
introducing them to the Creator. Bats, Cats and Rats/ 
Birds, Bugs and Bees/ Dogs, Frogs and Hogs/ Ducks, 
Bucks, and Woodchucks/ Fish, Flies, and Fleas/ 
Goose, Moose, and Mongoose/Hares, Mares and 
Bears/Loons, Coons and Baboons/Sharks, Quails 
and Whales (Ages 3 –5)              $3.00 each 

Bible Alphabet Alison Brown Introduces little 
children to 26 well-known Bible stories $7.00 

Bible Alphabet Busy Book Alison Brown Designed 
to entice aspiring young writers to sharpen their pencils 
and get going. $7.00 

Bible Animals Alison Brown Important Bible truths 
are presented using animal stories drawn from 
Scripture. An animal picture to colour is presented with 
each lesson.  (Ages 5+) $7.00 

Bible Names Alison Brown Presents gospel truths to 
children using Bible names and their meanings. $7.00 

Bible Nuggets Amber Bennett This is a Bible 
Curriculum for preschool-aged children. It is filled with 
incredible Bible stories, detailed illustrations, central 
memory verses and fun activities. $9.00 

Bible Numbers Alison Brown Contains Bible stories 
for the numbers 1 – 12 with colourful illustrations and 
activity pages to colour. $7.00 

Big Plans for Henry Tim & Renee Clarey This life 
story of a duck-billed dinosaur is full of fascinating 
facts about animals, fossils, the global flood and 
Noah’s ark.   $9.00   

Charlie and Trike Ken Ham & Karen Hansell Grab 
your explorer’s cap and get ready for the one-of-a-kind 
Grand Canyon adventure. $14.00 

Christian Liberty Preschool Science This science 
book uses thirty-four experiments to allow 
preschoolers to touch, taste, hear, see and smell their 
way through the learning process.  The book includes 
many colourful photos and detailed plans for each 
experiment.        $24.00 
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Creation Story for Children Helen & David Haidle 
Filled with vibrant images of God’s creation week, this 
book will help children grasp the greatness of God. 

$14.00 

Dinky Dinosaur: Creation Days Darrell Wiskur For 
preschoolers, the cartoon dinosaur Dinky tells about 
each day of creation in this full-colour board book. 

$6.00 

Dinosaur Activity Book Earl & Bonita 
Snellenberger Kids will enjoy learning about some of 
the most popular – and most unusual – dinosaurs in 
this book chockfull of information. The book includes 
mazes, puzzles, word finds, games and other skill chal- 
lenges. (Grades 1 – 6) $8.00 

Dinosaur Fun with Letters Bryan Milller Colourful 
illustrations enhance this adventure with dinosaurs 
from A to Z. Each letter is highlighted with a dinosaur 
whose name starts with that letter and children are 
encouraged to trace each letter and learn to print it. 
The book is erasable and a pen is included.       $9.00 

Fish have always Been Fish ICR Counters 
evolutionary tales with the true history of creatures in 
our world. This sturdy little book uses colorful 
pictures and simple words to introduce our youngest 
children to the simple facts of God’s amazing 
creation.  $5.00 

God’s Amazing Creatures and Me Helen and Paul 
Haidle A children’s devotional teaching about God’s 
unique creatures and challenging children to spiritual 
growth. (Ages 6–10) $8.00 

God is Really, Really Real Jeff Davenport 
Designed to help teach children 39 essential bib- 
lical doctrines in a creative, effective way.      $15.00 

God made Gorillas, God made You Christy Hardy 
Children will learn fun facts about some of God’s 
most fascinating creatures but nothing compares 
with His best creation of all – people.  $7.00 

It’s Designed to Do What it Does Do Ken Ham & 
Buddy Davis A child-friendly board book that explores 
God’s design in animals.  (Ages 3–6) $8.00 

My Giant Dinosaur Coloring Book Answers in 
Genesis Where did dinosaurs come from? When did 
they live? What happened to them? Who brought 
them into being? Once children understand what the 
Bible has to share, they can color, cut and create 
their own dinosaurs from the 47 illustrations inside. 
(48 pages)           $9.00 

Noah’s Ark Earl and Bonita Snellenerger Activity 
book teaching preschoolers colours, opposites, 
shapes, numbers, letters and basic skills.       $7.00 

Noah’s Ark and the Ararat Adventure John D. 
Morris The adventure isn’t over yet! Dr. John Morris has 
up-to-date information on the latest clues to whether 
or not the Ark is possibly on Mt. Ararat. He discusses 
the stone formation in Turkey that many feel is the Ark. 
Dr. Morris has added many photos from his personal 
collection for the new chapter. (Ages 6 to Adult) 

      Hardcover $12.00   

Six Days of Creation ICR Each page in 6 Days of 
Creation explores God’s “very good” work. From the 
stars in the sky to the first people on Earth, He made 
everything in only six days! This sturdy little   board 
book uses colorful pictures and simple words to 
introduce our youngest children to their very big 
Creator.  $5.00
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What’s So Hot about the Sun? Roger Howerton 

Learn lots of fantastic facts and incredible information 
as Max answers questions about the solar system God 

created. $2.00 

When Dragons’ Hearts Were Good Buddy Davis 

This delightful tale for children portrays a “day in the life” 
of Adam, Eve and a fictional pair of dragons. Join them 
as they romp together back in time before sin entered 

the world. Hardcover $14.00 

 

Why is Keiko Sick? Stacia McKeever This Bible 

based book is a great way to start a conversation with 

your child about sickness and death in the world. $8.00  

Word Wise Vol. 1 Alison Brown Activity book explain- 

ing the chronology of the Bible for children 8 - 11 years. 

$7.00 

Word Wise Vol. 2 Alison Brown The truthfulness 

and reliability of God’s word are illustrated by the sci- 
entific aspects of the world around us. The book con- 
tains word searches, crosswords, and other puzzles. 

(Ages 8–11) $7.00 

Work of His Fingers, The  Alison Brown    This book 

is an illustrated rhyme in praise of creation. The many 
colourful illustrations will help children think about the 

wonders of God’s creation.                    $7.00 

 
 

 

Adams Chart of History Sebastian Adams This 

25-foot long fold out chart features detailed, full-colour 

drawings of various stages of history from Adam and 

Eve to the late 19th C. It clearly synchronizes the Bible 

with secular world history. $40.00 

An Insider’s Guide to Successful Science Fair 
Projects Felice Gerwitz Inside this handbook you  

will find all the “insider’s secrets” toward creating and 
presenting a winning project. $7.00 

Animals by Design ICR Discover what the Bible and 

science say about the source of all life. Also explore 

the unique features of favourite, famous and far-out 

creatures.  $9.00 

Answers Book for Kids Vol. I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII & 

VIII Ken Ham Each book answers 22 questions in a 

friendly and readable style, including topics such as 
Creation and the Fall; Dinosaurs and the Flood; God 

and the Bible; Sin, Salvation and the Christian Life; 

Space & Astronomy; Babel & the Ice Age; Evolution 
and Millions of Years; Satan and Angels. (Ages 7–12) 

$8.00 each 

Set of 8 ... $52.00 

Appreciating Art Debbie and Darrel Trulson 

Thirty-six hands-on arts and crafts activities for first 

graders. $6.00 

Aquarium Guide This book covers more than 100 

of God’s sea creatures and gives information about 
their unique features and incredible design. Profusely 

illustrated. $11.00 

Archaeology Book, The David Down The unique 

colour-coded, multi-age design of this book allows the 
ease of teaching the fundamentals of archaeology to 

three distinct grade levels. $15.00 

Astronomy Book Danny R. Faulkner The wonders 
of Creation series now contains three skill levels  to 
allow ease of teaching the content to a broader range 
of ages. This book shows how the universe   is an 
amazing declaration of the glory and power of God.
 $15.00 

Big Book of Earth and Sky This 4.5-metre chart 

displays a visual journey from Earth’s core to the edge 

of the outer atmosphere. $18.00 
Study Guide for above $2.00 

TEENS & CHRISTIAN 
EDUCATION 

Big Book of History Unfold 6000 years of history  

in a stunning chart featuring four time lines in one. 

(Ages 7–12) $17.00 
Teacher’s Guide $5.00 

Biology Dr. Dennis Englin This 36-week study of 

biology opens a deeper understanding of the things 
God created. It includes the nature of cells, the 
genetic code, plant and animal taxonomy. 

Text and Teacher’s Guide  (Grades 8 – 10)   $68.00 

Body by Design Alan C. Gillen While defining the 

basic anatomy and physiology in each of 11 body 
systems, this book explores the wonder, beauty and 

creation of the human body. $13.00 

Breathtaking Respiratory System Lianna 

Callentine Developed by a homeschooling pediatri- 
cian, this book focuses on the amazing design and 
functionality of the human body’s respiratory system. 

Grade 3-6 $14.00 

Brethren, The Sir H. Rider Haggard This novel is a 

classic tale of love and chivalry unfolding amidst the 
touching story of two English knights who are in love 

with the same maiden $12.00 

Bugs Will Zinke Within these vivid, full colour pages 

children will discover God’s purpose for creating 
insects and see the world’s largest, most beautiful 

weirdest insects and more. $14.00 

Building Blocks in Life Science Gary Parker 

From genes and Genesis to science and scripture, this 
dynamic educational resource helps young people not 
only learn science from a biblical perspective, but also 
helps them know how to defend their faith in the pro- 
cess $15.00 

Building Blocks in Science Gary Parker This 
fascinating book exposes the false nature of Darwinian 
thought. Students will learn about the history of the 
world from creation to the dinosaurs to the present 
from a biological evolution-free viewpoint. (Grades 6 – 
12)            $15.00 

Building Blocks in Earth Science Gary Parker In 
this third book in the Building Blocks series, Dr. Parker 
shows that to understand Earth science the methods 
and evidences of both science and history must be 
combined. This is a survey of Earth’s tornadoes, faults, 
polarity, magnetism, folding, hypercanes, deltas and 

more.           $15.00 
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Case of the Missing Mountain, The Kim Jones This 
book is filled with secret codes, mazes and crossword 
puzzles which unveil the mystery of Mount St. Helens. 
The child becomes a detective in search of answers 

$10.00 

Cave Book, The Emil Silvestru This is a thorough 
exploration of the beautiful formations, thriving ecology, 
unique animals and fragile balance of the cave ecosys- 
tem. From the merely curious to the serious spelunker, 
this book is a captivating look at this unseen world. 

$15.00 

Chemistry Dennis Englin A thorough, practical, 
engaging lab-based curriculum for grades 10 – 12 
focusing on Chemistry concepts and their application. 
Everything is strongly rooted in a biblical worldview. 
Text and Teacher’s Guide $60.00 

Children’s Atlas of God’s World Craig Froman The 
maps and facts regarding selected countries bring to light 
their culture and traditions, holidays, exploration, legal 
systems and economic industries with an emphasis on 
Christian history makers. $18.00 

Children of the Covered Wagon Mary Jane Carr 
Through the eyes of 7 and 11 year old boys, this story 
chronicles the trials and tribulations of a company of 
pioneers who brave the dangers of the Oregon trail in 
1844. $15.00 

Christian Biographies Experience outstanding lives 
in this incredible historical series. These books present 
extraordinary Christian role models. Titles available: 
Johnny Appleseed / Robert Boyle / George Washington 
Carver / Johannes Kepler / Samuel Morse / Isaac 
Newton / Louis Pasteur / Susanna Wesley.   Grades 5 
to Adult. $10.00 

Christian Liberty Nature Reader – Book K This 

colourful reader will introduce kindergarten students to 
God’s marvelous creation and reinforce phonics prin- 
ciples. Every two pages highlight an animal whose 
name begins with a  different  letter  of  the  alphabet. 

$6.00 

Christian Liberty Nature Reader – Book 1 This 
reader will introduce the student to God’s marvelous cre- 
ation and reinforce phonics principles. $12.00 

Christian Liberty Nature Reader – Book 2 Julia 
McNair Wright This supplemental reader teaches Gr. 
2 youngsters about interesting small creatures. Review 
questions are provided in the text. $12.00 

Christian Liberty Nature Reader – Book 3 Julia 
McNair Wright This third grade reader exposes students 
to the daily routine of various animals. Review questions 
are provided in the text. $12.00 

Christian Liberty Nature Reader – Book 4 
Supplemental reading text for 4th grade students inter- 
ested in learning more about animals $12.00 

Christian Liberty Nature Reader – Book 5 

Michael J. McHugh This supplemental reader teaches 

fifth grade students about the wonderful human body. 

Review questions are provided in the text.       $12.00 

Clearly Seen Randy Guliuzza This book is devoted to 

training Christians on the best methods to explain 

intelligent design. Straightforward day-to-day concepts 

of design are applied to the world around us. A special 

section of questions and answers make this book very 

useful for high school students.           $8.00 

Complete Aquarium Adventure,  The  Merilee 

& Bill Clifton With guidance and activities for before, 

during and after the trip, this incredible field trip guide 

will help with any aquarium visit, bringing glory to God 

for His marvellous creation. $15.00 

Complete Creation Museum Adventure, The 

Ken Ham, ed. Join an unforgettable adventure through 

the Answers in Genesis Creation Museum. See history 

unfold before your very eyes. . . including the true his- 

tory of dinosaurs! $15.00 

Complete Zoo Adventure, The Gary and Mary 

Parker With sections focused on preparing for the 

trip, learning while at the zoo and activities to reinforce 

what is learned, this adventure package is a great way 

for homeschoolers or any family to direct a field trip. 

$14.00 

Complex Circulatory System, The Lianna 

Callentine This book focuses on the heart, blood, 

and blood vessels that make up the body’s circulatory 

system. Beyond the basics of how and why the body 

works as it does, see how the amazing and deliberate 

design of the body enables it to function as it should, 

just as God meant for it to. $12.00 

Cool Critters of the Ice Age Buddy and Kay Davis 

Meet 17 strange and unusual animals as you learn 

about life during the great ice age. Discover why the 

Ice Age happened and what the Bible reveals about it.

 $13.00 

Creation David & Helen Haidle, Mary A. Hake 

Designed for first to fourth graders, this book explores 

the seven creation days using 13 integrated fun-filled 

lessons. Each 10-page set of assignments includes 

math, English, science, art, spelling and physical activ- 

ities. $12.00 

David Livingstone C. Silvester Horne This inspir- 

ing biography shows why Livingstone’s work has had a 

lasting legacy. $8.00 

Design and Complexity of the Cell Jeffrey 

Tomkins Explains the intricate processes inside living 

cells that give insight for “clearly seeing” the obvious 

hand of the Creator. Full colour illustrations enhance 

the value of this book. $18.00 

Dinosaur Field Journal Kyle Butt & Jeremy Pate 

Pick up the Dinosaur Field Journal and go on an 

amazing journey with Eber of the Land Between the 

Rivers as he documents his encounters with 

dinosaurs. This journal is sure to excite, surprise, and 

educate the curious young reader about dinosaurs 

and their Creator.       $15.00 

Dinosaurs: God’s Mysterious Creatures ICR 

What were dinosaurs? When did they live? Why don’t 

we see them stomping around today? Find answers to 

these fascinating questions and more.        $9.00  

 Dinosaurs: Marvels of God’s Design Tim 

Clarey Because of secular books and TV shows, 

many Christians have struggled to  explain how 

dinosaurs fit in the biblical timeline. This book fills a 

critical need for sound science about dinosaurs   

from   a   biblical view-point      $30.00
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Dinosaurs for Kids Ken Ham This book shows 
the unique world of dinosaurs and their true his- 
tory like never before. Children will uncover the facts 
about dinosaur history from the creation to recent 
discoveries.           $14.00 

Does God like to Paint? Branyon & Alana May This 
book is designed to compare the common childhood 
tasks of colouring, painting and sculpting with the cre- 
ativeness of God using photographs of the universe. 

$11.00 

Dragons: Legends and Lore of Dinosaurs Brodie 
Hedge & Laura Welch Vivid illustrations, interactive 
pages and fascinating insights reveal the facts and fal- 
lacies of dragons throughout Asia, the Americas and 
Europe. $15.00 

Dry Bones… and Other Fossils Gary E. Parker 
Written as a sort of diary of the fossil-hunting Parker fam- 
ily, this book gives much information about fossils and 
the Flood. In conversational style and with many striking 
cartoon illustrations, it makes an ideal teaching tool for 
children. Grades 2 to 4.     Hardcover $12.00 

Earth ICR Earth is a familiar place but this planet 
contains many mysteries. Earth: Our Created Home will 
give you fresh eyes to see God’s glorious work in our 
amazing world.  $9.00 

Ecology Book Tom Hennigan & Jean Lightner Here 
is a powerful Biology-focused book specially designed 
for multi-aged teaching. Study the intricate relationship 
between living organisms and our Place in God’s won- 
drous creation. $15.00 

Electrifying Nervous System, The Dr. Lainna 
Callentine Developed by a homeschooling pediatri- 
cian, this book focuses on the amazing design and 
functionality of the human body’s nervous system. 
Learn about modern medical techniques used for 
diagnosis and repair of the brain. Grades 3-6 

$14.00 

Elementary Anatomy Lainna Callentine Students in 
grades 4-6 will study the nervous, respiratory, and 
circulatory systems in the human body as they discover 
how the brain communicates with the rest of the body, 
how we breathe, and why our circulatory system is 
essential. 
Set of three textbooks and teacher’s guide        $72.00 

Elementary Science Series Tom DeRosa & Carolyn 
Reeves This is a six-volume series for grades 3 to 6. Each 
full-colour book is filled with experiments and hands-on 
activities. A student journal and teacher guide is available 
for each book. 
Energy: Its Forms, Changes & Functions $12.00 
Student journal $4.00 
Teacher’s guide $4.00 
Forces & Motion $12.00 
Student journal $4.00 
Teacher’s guide $4.00 
Matter: Its Properties and Its Changes $12.00 
Student journal $4.00 
Teacher’s guide $4.00 
The Earth: Its Structure and Its Changes $12.00 
Teacher`s Guide & Student Journal $6.00 
The Universe 
Student journal $4.00 
Teacher’s guide $4.00 
Water and Weather 
Text $12.00 
Student journal $4.00 
Teacher’s guide $4.00 

Elements of Faith Richard Duncan This 

fascinating book examines the first 50 elements of  
the Periodic Table giving their properties, importance 
and spiritual applications. Review questions and 

experiments are included. $13.00 

Evolution Exposed  – Biology Roger 

Patterson This “survival guide” for teens reveals the 

evolutionary beliefs that permeate today’s science text- 

books. Blatant bias and carefully worded misrepresen- 

tations are cross-referenced to free online articles that 

give quick access to scientific and biblical answers. 

$15.00 

Evolution Exposed – Earth Science Roger 

Patterson In this book, the author reveals the 

evolutionary beliefs that permeate Earth Science text- 
books using the same format as his original Evolution 

Exposed. $15.00 

Evolution: The Grand Experiment Carl Werner Dr. 

Werner brings together scientists on both sides of the 
Creation-Evolution controversy to present their find- 

ings. The reader is allowed to make up his or her mind 

as to which view is supported by the evidence. Very well 

illustrated. $25.00 

Teachers’ Manual  for above $14.00 

Exploring God’s Creation This grade 3 science 

textbook helps students study matter, energy, plants, ani- 

mals, the human body and Biblical conservation.    $15.00 

Exploring the History of Medicine John Tiner This 

book takes a look at medical practices from the ancient 

past to the present, including biographical sketches of 

famous persons of medicine. Each chapter features 

illustrations and study questions. $12.00 

Exploring Planet Earth John Tiner This book brings 

to life the experiments and explorations of people from 
the early Greeks to present space travel. Each chapter 

has a set of review questions. $12.00 

 Exploring the World around You Gary Parker This 

tour of the seven different terrestrial biomes explains 

each unique ecosystem with excellent illustrations and 

questions at the end of each chapter (with an answer 
key) – a wonderful supplement to any home school cur- 

riculum. $12.00 

Exploring the World of Astronomy John Tiner 

From the rugged surface of the moon to the distant 

and mysterious constellations, this book provides an 

exciting, educational and informational tour. Discussion 
ideas, questions and research opportunities are inclu 

ded. $12.00 

Exploring the World of Biology John Tiner John 

Tiner continues the informative “Exploring” series with 
the latest addition covering Biology from mushrooms to 

complex life forms. $12.00 

Exploring the World of Chemistry John Tiner As 

well as presenting biographical sketches of famous 
scientists, this book provides students with a solid 

foundation for understanding the crucial purposes of 

chemistry. $12.00 

 Exploring the World of Mathematics John Hudson 
Tiner From ancient record keeping to the latest 
advances in computers, it is amazing how ten simple 
digits can be used in an endless number of ways to 
benefit man. That is the fascinating story of this book. 

$12.00 
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Exploring the World of Physics John Tiner This 
book explains the fascinating world of physics in a way 
that students from elementary to high school can com- 
prehend. It is complete with illustrations and chapter 
questions. $12.00 

Fair Margaret H. Rider Haggard This novel tells the 
inspiring story of a beautiful English maiden who is 
forced to endure the terrors of the Spanish Inquisition 
during the late 1400’s. $11.00 

Flood by Design Michael Oard A thorough and edu- 
cational exploration of the effect of the Genesis flood 
on the earth’s surface, this book examines geological 
and other proof of a global event rather than just a local 
flood. $14.00 

Fossil Book, The Gary and Mary Parker This well-
illustrated book is a wonderful guide to how coal, oil 
and fossils are formed. Learn how to extract, 
identify, store and display your own fossil collection. 

$15.00 

Fossil Record John Morris & Frank Sherwin The fos- 
sil record supports the creation worldview. It speaks of 
exquisite design in every once-living thing, not random 
development solely through natural processes. Find in 
this book the most accurate portrayal of earth’s early 
history. $15.00 

Genesis: Finding our Roots Ruth Beechick This is 
an unique look at Genesis 1-11. It is suitable for fam- 
ily studies or for teenagers’ independent study. It covers 
such topics as history of art, literature, astronomy, reli- 
gion, languages and evolutionism while providing a basic 
Biblical worldview. Hardcover $17.00 

Genesis of Germs, The Allan C. Gillen Gillen shows 
how constantly mutating diseases are proof for devolu- 
tion rather than evolution and how all of these germs fit 
into a biblical world view. $13.00 

Geology Book, The John Morris Profusely illustrated, 
this book discusses earth’s natural history, the beauty 
of the earth’s crust and the scientific evidences for cre- 
ation. A free pull-out poster is included. 

Hardcover $15.00 

Geology by Design Carl Froede  Jr.  Using 
data from geological studies the author shows that 
geology’s observational science fits like a glove with 
biblical history. This technical study of rock strata 
and their fossils gives a solidly scientific rationale for 
believing in a young earth. $14.00 

Glow-in-the-Dark Fish; and 59 more ways to see 
God through His creation B.J. Reinhard  Here is   
a book that inspires children to value nature because 
it is interesting and because it bears testimony to the 
Creator. $16.00 

God Made the World & Me David & Helen Haidle, 
Susan Laurita Designed for preschoolers, this book  
is a great way to combine fun and learning! Thirteen 
comprehensive curriculum lessons combine science, 
art, physical activities and circle time songs.      $12.00 

God’s Big Book of Animals ICR  God’s Big Book of 
Animals is both educational and entertaining. 
Children will love learning where these animals are, 
what they eat, and how they live. Written in a 
conversational tone that children will enjoy, God’s Big 
Book of Animals teaches the class, order, and 
species for each animal as well as interesting facts 
about them.          $32.00 

God’s Design Series 
Each area of science below has three text books 
($22.00 each) and three teacher guides ($9.00 
each). 
God’s Design for Chemistry and Ecology: 
Properties of Atoms and Molecules; Properties of 
Matter; Properties of Ecosystems. For grades 3 – 7; 
35 lessons in each text. 

Complete set of 6 books ... $85.00 
God’s Design for Heaven and Earth: Planet Earth; 
Weather and Water; Our Universe. For grades 1 – 6; 
35 lessons in each text. 

Complete set of 6 books ... $85.00 
God’s Design for Life: The World of Plants; The 
World of Animals; The Human Body. For grades 1 – 
6; 35 lessons in each text. 

Complete set of 6 books ... $85.00 
God’s Design for The Physical World: Heat and 
Energy; Inventions and Technology; Machines and 
Motion. For grades 3 – 8; 35 lessons in each text. 

Complete set of 6 books ... $85.00 

God’s Design for Life for Beginners This set of 
three books teaches Bible-affirming life science to K-
2

nd
 graders. Children will discover God’s creation as 

they explore the amazing plants, animals and the 
human body He made. $42.00 

God’s Wonderful Works Eric Bristley & Edward 
Shewan Students explore the creation of the physical 
world, energy, plants, heavenly bodies, animals and 
human beings. The book includes hands-on activities 
and review questions. Grade 2. $15.00 

Guide to Animals Frank Sherwin Discover how the 
Lord created each animal to be unique and 
designed for its own habitat. $16.00 

Guide to Creation Basics ICR This colourfully 
illustrated book provides information on 43 of the 
basic questions raised about creation from ten of 
the Institute for Creation Research scientists. 

$16.00 

Guide to Dinosaurs ICR The third book the “Guide 
to....” Series is the most family-friendly biblical 
dinosaur book ever printed. Find answers to all 
your dinosaur questions! $16.00 

Guide to the Human Body ICR The design of the 
human body inspires awe and fascination. Discover 
the complex construction of the cell, a baby’s devel- 
opment in the womb and the incredible abilities of 
the brain. $16.00 

Guide to the Universe ICR From our radiant sun 
to the brilliance of distant galaxies, the vast 
universe reveals breathtaking beauty and majesty. 
This book explores evidence of our Creator’s power 
and the truth of His word.                              $16.00 

Heart and Mind Ruth Beechick This  book offers 
fresh insight on what the Bible says about learning. 
The Bible says that the heart knows, considers, 
speaks, remembers, deceives, meditates and  other 
functions that modernists like to attribute to the brain. 
Dr. Beechick shows how important it is to teach to the 
heart. $11.00 

History Stories for Children Dr. John Wayland This 
reader exposes youngsters to wholesome stories based 
upon famous historical events and personalities from 
around the world. $9.00 

How do You Know God is Real? Kyle Butt Evidence 
from science, morality and the Bible is given in this thir- 
teen-chapter book for 4th to 6th grade children.  $11.00
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How to Study Edward J. Shewan In simple, straight- 
forward language, this book explains how one can learn 
to study. Useful for both teachers and students in grades 
7 to 12. $6.00 

How to Write Clearly Ruth Beechick The meaning 
approach is a refreshing and easy route to good writing 
for writers from young teens to adults. A bonus chapter 
gives a history of how the English language came to 
us. $6.00 

Introduction to Logic Jason Lisle A full year course 
for grades 8 – 10 that will increase a student’s ability to 
refute the untruths that evolutionists claim as fact. 
Student text, teacher’s guide, quizzes and tests are 
included.                                                        $49.00 

I Really, Really, REALLY Like Fossils Ruth Carter 
This well-presented and illustrated, easy and fun-to-
read, scientifically accurate, Bible-honoring resource 
will teach children the real history of fossils. $5.00 

I Really, Really, REALLY want Answers 
about Noah Ruth Carter While answering the most-
asked questions about Noah’s ark and the flood this 
book takes God’s word seriously treating the flood and 
ark as real history.  $5.00 

I Really, Really, REALLY want to learn about 
Ape-men Ruth Carter This book can help children to 
critically examine the evidence for human evolution and 
to appreciate the importance of our special creation in 
the image of God.  $5.00 

In Freedom’s Cause G.A.Henry This historical 
novel about the struggle of the Scottish people for 
independence from English domination presents the 
lives of the famous Scottish leaders, William Wallace 
and Robert Bruce. $10.00 

Inside Noah’s Ark: Why it Worked Laura Welch, ed. 
This book reveals ancient technology like cisterns, 
bamboo pipes, and animal powered machines as 
systems that could have sustained the ark. Issues  of 
fresh water and waste removal are considered. 

$16.00 

Introduction to Anataomy and Physiology  
Tommy Mitchell Nothing else in the universe is quite 
like the human body. This series explores the structure, 
function, and regulation of the body in detail. 
Suitable for Junior High $16.00 each 
Vol 1. The Musculoskeletal System 
Vol 2. The Cardiovascular and Respiratory System 
Vol 3. The Nervous System 
Vol 4. Digestive System and Metabolism 

Jed Smith Frank Latham. Trailblazer of the West in the 
19th Century. A dedicated Christian frontiersman whose 
work opened up major portions of the wilderness west 
of the Rocky Mountains. $11.00 

John Bunyan: The Tinker of Bedford William Deal 
A compelling overview of the life of the author of 
Pilgrim’s Progress. $11.00 

Life in the Great Ice Age Michael and Beverly Oard 
In part one of this book, spend a summer with Jabeth 
and his family as they survive a sabre-toothed tiger 
attack, battle a cave bear, and go on a woolly mammoth 
hunt. Part two explains the scientific reasons for the Ice 
Age: Archaeological and fossil finds are discussed in 
detail. Grade 4 to Adult. Hardcover $12.00 

Lift Up Your Eyes on High James Nickel Students 
will find interesting facts regarding the stars and draw- 
ings to stimulate a greater understanding of astronomy. 
Includes review questions and research projects. 

$7.00 

Living Fossils, Carl Werner This is the second of Dr. 

Werner’s books (see Evolution: The Grand Experiment). 
Filled with 700 colour photographs and presented in an 
easy-to-read format, Living Fossils documents organ- 
isms found preserved in the fossil record which still exist 

in similar form today. $25.00 
Teacher’s Guide for above $14.00 

Lost World Adventures, The Mark Smith 

Characters originally created by Sir Arthur Conan 
Doyle are placed in the explosive setting of the 
creation/evolution debate. A skeptical evolutionist leads 
a party to darkest Africa to search for living dinosaurs in 

this gripping adventure story. $10.00 

Lysbeth: A Tale of the Dutch H. Rider Haggard 

This historical novel about a Dutch woman who is 
caught up in the terrors of the Spanish Inquisition during 
the 1500s continues to remind readers of the value of 

religious liberty. $12.00 

Made in Heaven Ray Comfort & Jeffrey Seto Thirty 

examples from nature show the amazing design that 
engineers and inventors have used to produce everyday 

items. $12.00 

Made in His Image Randy Guliuzza Engineer and 

physician Dr. Randy Guliuzza brings his expertise to 
bear on the human body, exploring multiple aspects of 

its complex inner workings. $10.00 

Martin Luther: The Great Reformer J. A. Morrison 

This readable biography provides an honest account of 
the accomplishments of this remarkable man of God. It 

includes maps and several illustrations. $7.00 

Mineral Book, The David McQueen Colour-coding 

on three skill levels provides an educational resource for 
multi-level teaching. Full-colour pictures and illustrations 
display the order and beauty of minerals shaped by the 

Creator. $15.00 

Mr. Pipes and British Hymn Makers Douglas Bond 

This book gives knowledge of many traditional hymns 
and their writers in an interesting format for young peo- 

ple. $15.00 

Mr. Pipes and Psalms & Hymns of the 
Reformation Douglas Bond Information about 

composers, lyricists and sacred music culture of the 
Reformation (16th C.) is skillfully taught through delight- 

ful storytelling. $15.00 

 Mr. Pipes Comes to America Douglas Bond This 

novel is the third volume in the Mr. Pipes series. It pro- 
vides readers with a wealth of information regarding the 

lives of famous American hymn writers. $15.00 

Museum Guide AiG The museum guide tells the true 

history about dinosaurs, plate tectonics, the Stone Age, 

the Ice Age and human origins $11.00 

Ocean Book, The Frank Sherwin Full colour illustra- 

tions help to teach about the abundance and diversity of 

life, the wealth of resources and the simple mysteries of 

earth’s final frontier. $15.00 

One Blood for Kids: What the Bible says about 

race Ken Ham This book discusses racism with 

God’s enduring truth in a way children can 

understand. (62 pages, hard cover)             $15.00 
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Origin of Life: Teacher Supplement Dr. Daniel 
Criswell This set contains a content book and a CD-
ROM with K-12 reproducible classroom activities and 
Power Point presentations. It gives scientific expla- 

nations for life from a biblical worldview.         $23.00 

Our Created Moon Don DeYoung & John 
Whitcomb Discover how the moon has been both  a 
light in the night and a protective shield of earth 
placed perfectly by God  to regulate our seasons and 

keep our atmosphere purified.        $14.00 

Our Father’s World David Arwin & Michael McHugh 

This science text for grade 1 students covers plants, 
animals, basic health and insects with hands-on activ- 
ities, vocabulary drills and comprehension questions. 

$15.00 

Passport to the World Craig Froman Here is an 

out-of-the-ordinary geographic journey of 26 language 
groups from Armenian to Zulu. Discover various 
cultures and customs, fill up your passport with stickers 
from the countries you visit and learn words in many 

languages. $14.00 

Pearl Maiden Sir H. Rider Haggard A classic adven- 
ture novel about a young Christian woman facing 
numerous fiery trials during the first century. High 
school to adult. $12.00 

77 Science Activities for Illustrating Bible 
Lessons Donald DeYoung Each activity includes a 
key verse from Scripture, a Bible lesson, an activity 
and a science explanation. These easy experiments 
illustrate the laws of nature, teach BIble principles 
and affirm God’s power as Creator. $13.00 

Science, Kids and Christian Education Debbie 
O’Neal This book will capture the curiosity of kids of all 
ages about nature, creation and the world they know 
God made. The many definitions, activities and experi- 
ments make it an excellent resource for Sunday School, 
home school and after-school use.    $8.00 

Space: God’s Majestic Handiwork ICR Get to 
know the amazing citizens of our solar system from 
Mercury to Pluto and uncover their creation clues.  

$9.00 

Stargazer’s Guide to the Night Sky Jason Lisle 
Everyone from students to amateur astronomers will 
find this full-colour book full of information from planets 
to stars to galaxies and the telescopes to view them. 
(240 pages, 150 illustrations) $32.00 

Story of Inventions, The Frank P. Bachman This 
illustrated book provides readers with the opportunity to 
learn about great inventors and inventions from 1620 to 
the 1990s. $9.00 

Stories of the Pilgrims Margaret Pumphrey This 
reader provides a delightful and intriguing account of the 
adventures of the Pilgrims. The book brings history alive 
so students can experience the day-to-day lifestyle of 
the Pilgrim Fathers. $9.00 

Story of the Wright Brothers and their Sister, 
The Lois Mills This illustrated reader contains a 
wonderful story of the fascinating and exciting 
adventures of the Wright brothers and the special 
relationship between them and their sister. Grades 3-7.
 $10.50 

The Work of Your Hand Jennifer Hall Rivera There 
are special patterns on the skin of your hands and 
feet. These fingerprints and footprints are different for 
each one of us.  As well as explaining the prints, the 
book contains 23 pages of activity sheets for lots of 
fingerprint fun. $14.00 

Truth be Told Kyle Butt & Eric Lyons This book is a 
compilation and refutation of the false evolutionary 
ideas found in the most popular science textbooks. 
Review questions for each chapter. $16.00 

Universe by Design Danny Faulkner Written for the 
upper-level student through the well-read layman, 
this book explores the universe, explaining its origins 
and discussing the historical development of cosmology 
from a creation viewpoint. $13.00 

Uncovering the Mysterious Wooly Mammoth 
Michael Oard In this sequel to Life in the Great Ice 
Age follow Tungus and his tribe as they travel to a 
better climate. Learn how people lived, the 
challenges they faced in daily life and why the woolly 
mammoths disappeared while the Ice Age was 
ending.          $14.00 

Unlocking the Mysteries of Creation D. Petersen 
An incredible mini-encyclopedia for all ages with hun- 
dreds of original illustrations and thought-provoking 
questions to ponder about creation and ancient man. 
Excellent resource for the whole family. Jr. High to 
Adult.     Hardcover $30.00 

Virtual Field Trips: An Online Study Felice 
Gerwitz This book turns the internet in to a goal 
oriented tool for learning. Visit many places at the 
click of a mouse. Each subject area is covered with 
several field trips in each. Comes with complete 
lesson plans, questions and answers for K – 12. 

$16.00 

Weather Book Michael Oard Find a fresh and 
compelling look at wild and awesome examples  of 
weather in this revised and updated book in the 
Wonders of Creation series.        $15.00 

Wonders of Creation Series The nine books in 
this series, written by experts in their field, provide a 
wealth of information on the topic. Each book is pro- 
fusely illustrated and includes a large pull-out poster. 
Study guides are available on line or in print. See 
individual descriptions for The Archaeology Book, 
The Astronomy Book, The Cave Book, The 
Ecology Book, The Fossil Book, The Geology 
Book, The Mineral Book, The Ocean Book, The 
Weather Book 

Wonders of God’s Creation Eric Lyons Learn about 
proofs from the animal kingdom for a Creator that 
evolution simple cannot reasonably explain. Packed 
with captivating  pictures and rich,  informative  text. 

$12.00 

World God Made, The Edward J. Shewan This sci- 
ence text is designed to give kindergarten students  a 
simple overview of the basic elements of science 
from a Christian perspective.                            $14.00 

World History James P. Stobaugh This book is 
designed for a year’s worth of study with 34 weeks  of 
historical viewpoints. With clear object-tives and 
challenging assignments, students investigate 
ancient and modern source material. This is a jour- 
ney through history without the filters  of revisionist or 
anti-Christian perspectives. $20.00 

Teacher’s Guide for World History            $12.00 

World History Made Simple Ruth Beechick Teens 
and adults will gain a knowledge of history past and 
future, and gain also a biblical worldview to help with 
thinking about governments and issues of today. 

$13.00 

World of Science A science encyclopedia for ages 
8 to 14 complete with science facts, discoveries, 
scientists, inventors and over 60 experiments. 

$24.00 
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Writing a Research Paper Edward J. Shewan This 
booklet is designed to guide the student through the 
process of writing a research paper – from selecting a 
topic to publishing the final draft.                         $4.00 

 
Zoo Guide This full-colour book describes more 
than 100 creatures and taps into the incredible facts 
and design features that point to our amazing Creator.  

$11.00 

 

 

A Flood of Evidence Ken Ham & Bodie Hodge 
This comprehensive layman’s book deals with the 
answers to the most asked questions (40 of them) 
on the Flood and Noah’s Ark from a biblical and 
scientific perspective.         $15.00 

A Pocket Guide for Climate Change Presenting a 
balanced approach to climate change, experts in 
climatology and atmospheric science show why 
much of the hype and alarmism of the environmental 
movement is misplaced. This book contains the full 
transcript of the Global Warming DVD.            $5.00 

A Second Look at Fundamentalism, The Scopes 
Trial and Inherit the Wind Nicholas Aksionozky Eye- 
opening research exposes humanistic bias behind 
manipulated reports and drama of the celebrated 
Scopes trial.    $8.00 

Abide with Me John H. Parker This is a collection  of 
the stories of 24 of the most popular hymns with 
descriptions and photographs of the sites where the 
hymns were composed. A CD of the hymns is included.
  $16.00 

Adam and His Kin R. Beechick History from cre- 
ation to the call of Abram is neatly arranged within the 
time line as given in the Bible. An entertaining, 
informative and remarkably easy-to-read book. 

 $9.00 

Already Gone Ken Ham & Britt Beemer Here are the 
results of a study of 1000 young adults raised in the 
church but no longer attending. It shows how the 
programs and approaches to Sunday School educa- 
tion are failing and how we need to fight back. 

 $10.00 

Already Compromised Ken  Ham & Greg Hall This is 
an eye-opening assessment of 200 Christian colleges 
and universities from across America. Discover how 
these institutions address the cultural battlefield of 
science, Christianity  and the accuracy of the Bible, 
including views of inspiration, inerrancy and infallibility.
 $12.00 

Amazing Grace of Freedom Ted Baehr, Susan & ken 

Wales This is a comprehensive collection of essays and 
commentary from ministry leaders and scholars such as 
Churck Colson, Dr. James Kennedy, John Piper, Alveda 
King and many more. There are also movie photos and 
backstage info from the production of the film Amazing 

Grace.           $12.00 

Amazon Expedition Vance Nelson This exciting 
adventure to the Amazon rainforest in Peru validates an 
ancient depiction of what appears to be a sauropod 
dinosaur surrounded by nine hunters.         $12.00 

Astronomy and The Bible D. DeYoung The ques- 
tions in this intriguing book are answered precisely, 
scientifically,  and from a clear Christian  perspective. 

 $12.00 

POPULAR 

High School – Adult 

Best Evidences Pocket Guide AiG This book will aid 
you in understanding the foundational nature of the age 
of the earth debate, will explore various dating methods 
that confirm a young earth, and will show you that when 
you start from biblical presuppositions, and look at the 
“evidence” through the lens of Scripture, you can come 
to solid conclusions that are not only true to the 
scriptural record, but also agree with sound science. 

$5.00 

Bible Knows Best David Rives This is a fascinating 
and fast-paced examination of the cosmos, human 
intelligence, earth sciences and wonders of the animal 
world all showing that the Bible is an accurate record of 
history.            $3.00 

Biblical Age of the Earth Paul Taylor Paul Taylor 
shows that the question of the age of the Earth is not, in 
fact, a scientific question at all. It is a question of biblical 
authority, because, once it is examined dispassionately, 
we notice that the Bible gives a very clear answer to the 
question., Paul Taylor's starting point is that the Bible's 
chronology is authoritative.           $5.00 

Biblical Creationism Henry M. Morris This unique 
book discusses every passage in the Bible that deals 
with creation and the Flood. It is easy to understand and 
will be invaluable for all who are serious about studying 
the Bible. Paperback $13.00 

Big God vs. Big Science Bill Sardi This book is a 
rebuttal to the theory that the earth is billions of years 
old. $9.00 

By Design: Evidence for Nature’s Intelligent 
Designer - the God of the Bible Dr. Jonathan Sarfati 

Dr. Jonathan Sarfati presents case after case for 
amazing design in the living world, and demolishes 
theories of chemical evolution of the first life. He is up-
front about the truth of the Bible and answers the key 

question: “Who is the Creator?” $12.00 

Book of Beginnings Henry Morris III These books 

are practical guides to understand and teach Genesis 
that will give you confidence in your study of Scripture 
and communication of the riches of Genesis to those 
around you. Volume 1 covers the time from creation to 
the beginning of the flood. Volume 2 covers the pre-
flood world, the events of the flood and subsequent 
history to the time of Abraham. Volume 3 covers the 
patriarchs, a promised nation and the dawning of the 

second age - Genesis 12 to 50. $11.00 ea 

Case for the Existence of God, The Bert Thompson 

and Wayne Jackson. This book is packed with evi- 
dences from nature regarding the existence of God. 
Excellent for use with someone who doubts God exists.

 $4.00  

Chronology of the Old Testament Floyd Nolen 
Jones Dr. Jones carefully and thoroughly investigates 
the chronological and mathematical facts of the Old 
Testament, proving them to be accurate and reliable. 
Included are explanatory text, detailed charts and a CD.

 $22.00 
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Climate Change Conflict Jake Hebert From politics 
to theology, debate rages over whether we face an 
imminent climate catastrophe and whether drastic 
action is needed to stop it.  But how much is real 
science and how much is just political alarmism?  In 
The Climate Change Conflict: Keeping Cool over 
Global Warming, Dr. Jake Hebert dives into the 
confusing world of climate change science and brings 
much-needed clarity from a scientific and biblical 
perspective.             $3.00 

Collapse of Evolution, The (3rd Edition) Scott M. 
Huse Written in lay language, this book explores many 
branches of science to expose the weakness of 
evolution.         $16.00 

Coming to Grips with Genesis Terry Mortenson, 
ed. Bringing to bear rigorous, scholarly, biblical and 
theological arguments in favour of a young earth, 
fourteen different scholars discuss a number of 
contemporary interpretations of the book of Genesis.  

$15.00 

Completing the Picture Margaret Helder This is one  
of a few Canadian books which involve specific ref- 
erences to Canadian fossils and Canadian places and 
personalities. This is a book for the whole family. $8.00 

Created Cosmos, The Danny Faulkner This definitive 
work explores many popular questions and 
misconceptions about the universe and the Bible. It 
covers such topics as Joshua’s long day, Hezekiah’s 
sun dial and the purpose of the heavenly bodies. 

$18.00 

Creation Basics and Beyond Henry Morris III et al 
Written and reviewed by experts, this book offers a 
thorough yet understandable introduction to the basic 
questions involved  in the creation-evolution debate. 

$9.00 

Creation Dialogues J D Mitchell In Creation 
Dialogues, creation scientist J.D. Mitchell scientifically 
and biblically refutes naturalistic philosophy.  This book 
is a direct response to the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science and the National Center for 
Science Education position that Christians can and 
should be open to evolution and millions of years, 
concepts that are diametrically opposed to the 
teachings of the Bible.            $18.00 

Creation: Facts of Life Gary Parker Classic argu- 
ments for evolution are refuted in an entertaining and 
easy-to-read style. Revised and updated.        $12.00 

Creation Q & A ICR 32 questions and answers give 
a comprehensive understanding of creation from a 
scientific perspective. Top-notch research confirms 
what the Bible says about our origins.   $3.00 

Darwin’s Enigma Luther Sunderland Darwin’s 
Enigma contains some of the most compelling data yet 
available that this anti-God philosophy of evolution is 
built on carefully constructed lies. Much of the author’s 
research consists of remarkable admissions by leading 
evolutionists concerning the bankrupt nature of the 
evolution theory. $12.00 

Darwin’s Secret Sex Problem F. LaGard Smith This 
is a witty, engaging, scientifically sound exploration of 
perhaps the greatest secret of sexuality – the utter 
inability of Darwinian evolution to explain its origin.  

$16.00 

Defender’s Guide for Life’s Toughest Questions 
Ray Comfort This book offers sound biblical responses 
to issues that challenge our Christian faith. $10.00 

Did God Use Evolution? Werner Gitt. As an infor- 
mation scientist Werner Gitt critically analyzes and 
rejects the assumptions and consequences of the 
doctrine of theistic evolution. His conclusions are fresh 
and startling. $6.00 

Dinosaurs and Creation Donald B. DeYoung Dr. 
DeYoung demonstrates that evolution is not the only 
explanation for the existence and death of dinosaurs. 
He uses a question-and-answer format, supplemented 
by tables and figures, to offer the creationist 
explanation. $14.00 

Discerning Truth Dr. Jason Lisle This book provides a 
practical and engaging resource on the use of logic in 
the creation-evolution debate. $10.00 

Discovery of Design Donald DeYoung & Derrik 
Hobbs Sixty-eight pioneering discoveries show how 
“nature had it first.” See how God has shown science 
the answers to some of the most intricate challenges we 
face today. $12.00 

Dire Dragons Vance Nelson A full colour, worldwide, 
photographic journey providing profound evidence from 
ancient artwork that there is a documentable connection 
between the dragons of ancient times and the dinosaurs 
we know from fossils.                 $27.00 

Doesn’t Carbon-14 Disprove the Bible? Mike 
Riddle A 9 cm by 14 cm booklet exploring the 
assumptions and inconsistencies of the Carbon-14 
dating method. 32 pages $0.75 

Don’t Miss the Boat Paul Taylor A comprehensive 
description of creationist thinking on the Flood. 
Theological considerations, historical essays and 
scientific implications are included in this unique 
resource. $12.00 

Evolution and Christian Compromise Tom Kindell 
This is a Biblical critique of theistic evolution, day-age 
theory,  gap theory and progressive  creation theory. 

$4.50 

Evolution Impossible Dr. John Ashton This book 
gives twelve reasons why evolution cannot explain the 
origin of life on earth. 208 pages. $12.00 

Evolution of a Creationist Jobe Martin In chron- 
icling his personal journey, Dr. Martin looks at animals 
that break all evolutionary rules, the problems with the 
evolutionary theory, and the Bible as an excellent book 
of science. $10.00 

Evolution on Trial Thomas J. Kindell Dr. Kindell has 
placed evolution on trial and, using the testimony of 
evolutionists themselves, he has marshalled pow- 
erfully convincing evidence that the theory of evolution 
is scientifically untenable.        $10.00 

 Evolution: The Greatest Deception in Modern 
History Roger G. Gallop This 263-page book is a 
compilation and review of commonly known scientific 
evidence supporting Divine creation and specific 
reserach by esteemed scientists. $22.00 

Flood Fossils Vance Nelson Illustrated with photo- 
graphs of fossils from around the world, this book 
discusses the Ark, the Flood and the fossils in light of 
intriguing, profound evidence. $30.00 

Footprints in the Ash John Morris & Steve Austin 
Journey back to the explosion of Mt. St. Helens and 
see how scientific research supports a young earth and 
global flood. Profusely illustrated with full-colour 
photographs. $16.00 

For Time and Forever Henry Morris Besides 
debunking evolutionary myths, Dr. Morris also answers 
the heart cry of man: where do I fit in? Does God have 
a purpose for me?   $4.00
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Fossil Forensics Jerry Bergman Photographs, 
diagrams, illustrations and in depth descriptions bring 
you face-to-face with fossils of all kinds. Dr. Bergman 
examines claims about general features of fossils and 
demonstrates whether these claims are fact or fantasy.
  $20.00 

Frozen in Time Michael Oard Discover plausible 
explanations of the seemingly unsolvable mysteries 
about the Ice Age and the wooly mammoths. Learn 
about super Ice Age floods and man in the Ice Age. 

$12.00 

Galapagos Islands: A different view Georgia 
Purdom, ed. This book is filled with vibrant images  of 
these glorious islands in the Pacific Ocean. Your faith 
will be strengthened as you learn from some of the best 
creation scientists, speakers and writers.   $18.00 

Genesis 1 – 11 Andy McIntosh In our approach to 
Genesis we must come humbly before it and allow the 
Scriptures themselves to reveal their amazing truth, 
rather than seek to use sources outside Scripture to 
interpret the text.  In this commentary Andy McIntosh 
considers the most attacked part, Genesis 1–11, which 
is the major historical timeline from the creation of the 
universe through Adam to Noah, and on through the 
worldwide Flood to Abraham.  $10.00 

Genesis Factor, The Ron Bigalke, Jr. In this 
ground-breaking book eight leading voices in the 
creation movement defend Genesis from compromise 
positions using scientific and historical evidence.
 $12.00 

Genesis for Today Andy McIntosh This book argues 
from the complete accuracy of Genesis and the Bible. 
All fundamental Christian doctrine is found in embryo in 
Genesis 1-11. It provides key support in the creation-
evolution debate and written in such a way that the non-
scientist can understand it easily. $18.00 

Gospel Reset Ken Ham This book gives a clear, 
concise and compelling hope to reach our changing 
world with the good news of Christ.  $14.00 

The Genius of Ancient Man Don Landis, ed. A jum- 
ble of anomalies and magnificent structures continue to 
confound archaeology and anthropology today. This 
book presents an overwhelming amount of evidence for 
the intelligence of these early innovators. $16.00 

Geology and Creation Donald DeYoung This book 
presents non-technical answers to 100 of the most-
asked questions in earth science. DeYoung shows that 
geology,  properly interpreted, supports  a recent 
creation.  $13.00 

Gifted Mind Jeff Kinley & Raymond Damadian Learn 
how the exciting development of MRI technology led Dr. 
Damadian to a self-examination of his life and faith. This 
is a powerful biography of one of the greatest minds in 
the past 50 years. $17.00 

Global Flood, The John D. Morris This book presents 
the indisputable evidence for a global flood in a way that 
clearly demonstrates why the biblical account of the 
Flood matters to all who want to understand and 
communicate the truth of the Genesis Flood with 
confidence. $16.00 

Global Flood of Noah, The B. Thompson God’s 
Word speaks plainly of a worldwide flood. This book 
presents evidences to that effect from both Scripture 
and science that are very overwhelming both in nature 
and in number. $3.50 

Grand Canyon, A Different View Tom Vail Exquisite 
photography of the river, the cliffs, the wildlife, the plants 
and waterfalls with 23 essays from leading Grand 
Canyon authorities. An excellent “coffee table” book.
 $16.00 

Great Dinosaur Mystery Solved Ken Ham Not only 
is the dinosaur mystery solved, but the book shows that 
when one takes the events of history as given in the 
Bible, an entire way of thinking can be developed that 
can be applied to all areas of the created universe.   

$10.00 

Greatest Hoax on Earth Jonathan Sarfati Dr. Sarfati 
analyzes Richard Dawkins book, The Greatest Show 
on Earth, and shows that the evidence that Dr. Dawkins  
presents is no evidence  at all for evolution.       $12.00 

Henry M. Morris: Father of Modern Creationism 
Rebecca Morris Barber This thrilling account of the life 
of Henry Morris will challenge every believer to a 
deeper faith in the Word of God.                         $19.00 

How should Christians approach Origins? John 
Byl & Tom Goss This booklet explores the nature of 
science and the influence of naturalism. It shows how 
basic Christian doctrines are grounded in the historicity 
of biblical events. It defends the traditional, plain sense 
of reading Genesis. $4.00 

I am Ruth Kenneth Berg & Brenda Carol Duff This 
book is about courageously facing life after loss, 
rediscovering faith and fearlessly placing oneself and 
one’s future in God’s loving hands. Vivid full-colour 
images from within Israel and near the historic locale of 
Ruth’s life add to the appreciation of this true story of 
love. $15.00 

If Animals Could Talk Werner Gitt Told from each 
animal’s perspective, this is a fascinating description of 
incredible design features in a wide range of animals, 
all logically pointing to a loving Creator.          $8.00 

Inside Noah’s Ark Tim Chaffey, ed. Discover 
detailed answers about the feasibility of Noah’s ark in 
this beautifully illustrated book which will help you 
realize that God’s word regarding this historical account 
is true. $15.00 

In Six Days John Ashton, Ed. In this book, 50 sci- 
entists say “Yes!” to the question: “Can any scientist 
with a Ph.D. believe in the idea of a literal six day 
creation?” Ideas discussed include the big bang theory, 
radioactive dating, light from distant stars and the fossil 
record. $15.00 

Keeping Faith in an Age of Reason Jason Lisle 
Refuting alleged Bible contradictions. In this book Dr. 
Jason Lisle examines 420 claims of Bible 
contradictions and sets the record straight. $14.00 

Mammoth: Riddle of the Ice Age Jonathan Sarfati 
A 9 cm by 14 cm booklet discussing mammoths and 
their relation to the flood, the ice age and cloning. (24 
pages) $0.75 

Millions of Years and the Downfall of the 
Christian West Terry Mortenson A 9cm by 14cm 
booklet which explains the origin of the idea that the 
earth is billions of years old and the effect that idea has 
had on the church $0.75 

Monumental Monsters Vance Nelson Delve into the 
mystery surrounding fossils of gigantic creatures that 
have been unearthed all over this planet. Decide why 
and how these creatures originated, survived, grew so 
large and finally disappeared. $27.00 

New Answers Book, The Ken Ham, ed. This  is the 
latest version of one of the most popular creation 
science titles ever published. Find ready and easy-to-
understand answers for questions on archaeology and 
the Bible, the ice age, “races” of man and creation.
 $15.00
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New Answers Book 2, The Ken Ham, ed. This sec- 
ond volume of the popular Answers Book explores an 
additional 21 exciting and faith-affirming topics including 
Lucifer, Egyptian chronology, the star of Bethlehem  
and the “evolutionization” of our  culture. $15.00 

New Answers Book 3, Ken Ham, ed The third vol- 
ume of the popular question and answer books 
answers an additional 35 questions including global 
warming, Genesis kinds, cloning and the age of the 
universe. $15.00 

New Answers Book 4, Ken Ham, ed. This fourth 
book in the series contains answers  to  another 30 
questions to help defend against the prevalent humanist 
culture that is invading our schools, governments and 
even the Christian community.         $15.00 

No Christian Silence on Science Margaret Helder 
This book seeks to provide the reader with courage and 
confidence to critically evaluate the textbooks and 
information on issues new to science. $12.00 

Not a Chance R.C. Sproul In this classic book, 
R.C.Sproul and Keith Mathison call the scientific world 
to employ logic and clarity, and to leave the word 
chance as an abstract concept to describe 
mathematical possibilities rather than an entity that can 
cause chance. $17.00 

Old Earth Creationism on Trial Tim Chaffey and 
Jason Lisle While much of the controversy around the 
age of the earth focuses on the scientific evidences and 
beliefs regarding evolution, the authors reveal the 
debate has a much more compelling and simple core 
truth – scriptural authority.         $12.00 

On the Seventh Day John Ashton Over 40 PhDs 
explore the linkage between science and faith. A perfect 
book for the agnostic or Christian who’s not quite sure
 $15.00 

Persuaded by the Evidence Doug Stark & Jerry 

Bergman, Eds. This is a unique and interesting col- 
lection of true stories from Christians, each of whom 
shares his personal journey to find the biblical truth of a 
six-day creation. Read how the discoveries they made 
have shaped their faith and changed their lives and how 

you, too, can be persuaded by the evidence.      $12.00 

Physical Science and Creation Don B. DeYoung 

This book shows the excitement and absolute cred- 
ibility of creation in the realm of physical science. 

$5.00 

Raising Godly Children in an Ungodly World  Ken 
and Steve Ham Ken Ham and his brother Steve pres- 

ent this powerful look at how the principles and truth of 
Genesis are vital to the lasting foundation of a family. It 

is a practical guide for parents.       $10.00 

Road Guide to the John Day Area of Central 
Oregon D. Bokovoy, H. Coffin, J. Hergenrather This 

full-colour book provides a mile-by-mile log of sig- 
nificant geological features along with interesting 
historical tidbits, all from the Creation-Flood per- 

spective. $7.00 

Road Guide to Yellowstone National Park H. 
Coffin, J. Hergenrather, D. Bokovoy, M. Oard As well as  

a mile-by-mile log of significant geological sites, the 
guide also contrasts the evolutionary model with the 

creation model. $10.00 

Royal Tyrrell Museum Tour Guide Margaret J. 
Helder This 41-page book discusses the exhibits in the 
museum and points readers to creation and the flood as 

explanation for the fossils. $6.50 

Scientific Case for Creation, The B. Thompson 

Presents scientific evidences supporting the biblical 
account of creation. Included are discussions on both 
creation and evolution models, differences between 
“operation” and “origin” science, the laws of 
thermodynamics, biogenesis, etc. An excellent and 
comprehensive source on this topic, Revised edition.  

$2.00 

Secrets of Ancient Man Don Landis, ed. Gather 

unique insights on the genius and ingenuity of ancient 
man. Marvel at the advanced knowledge in the remains 

of crumbled civilizations today.         $21.00 

Secrets of the Sixth Edition Randall Hedtke This 
book exposes the critical flaws of On the Origin of 
Species by using Darwin’s own words against him. 

$11.00 

Six Days of Genesis, The Paul F. Taylor Follow this 
spell-binding, verse-by-verse study as Taylor takes you 
from the Garden of Eden to the Fall to the Table of 
nations.                                                                  $15.00 

Something from Nothing Kurt Wise and Sheila 
Richardson Beginning with God and His Word as the 
standard, this book demonstrates how the Biblical 
witness teaches that the universe is not as old as other 
theories contend.                                                   $12.00 

Stars and Their Purpose Werner Gitt Find answers 
to questions such as: “Why are there stars in the 
universe?” Is its existence a coincidence or does it have 
a pre-destined design?                                          $8.00 

Taking Back Astronomy Jason Lisle Dr. Lisle dis- 
cusses and debunks popular evolutionary concepts 
such as the big bang and provides answers for  any 
person struggling to reconcile science and the Bible. 

$14.00 

Tower of Babel Bodie Hodge  Addressing many  of 
the controversies and criticisms of the biblical account 
of Babel, Bodie Hodge provides extraordinary research 
and biblical truth in separating fact from fiction about 
this compelling event.        $13.00 

The Genesis Record Henry Morris This is the only 
commentary on the complete book of Genesis written 
by a creation scientist. The reader is conducted by a 
capable guide through the important corridors of Earth’s 
early history.                                                          $39.00 

The True Account of Adam and Eve Ken Ham 
This book is a timely response to growing confusion 
from debates within the Church over the validity of 
Genesis as actual history and even if Adam was a real 
person.                                                                  $13.00 

True Story of Noah’s Ark Tom Dooly Colorful illus- 
trations in this Biblically and historically accurate 
account of the flood.                                              $15.00 

Twenty Evolutionary Blunders Randy J. Guliuzza 
Read interesting stories from the history of evolutionary 
theory that, rather than supporting Darwin’s theory, 
consistently undermine it.                                        $9.00  

Understanding Genesis Jason Lisle This book will 
guide you through Dr. Lisle’s logical and reasoned 
defense of Genesis and biblical creation.          $16.00 

Unveiling the Kings of Israel David Down 
Archeological records, correctly interpreted, show a 
remarkable consistency with biblical records. Full colour 
photos throughout.                                          $24.00
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Unwrapping the Pharaohs John Ashton & David 
Down This book presents a ground-breaking chronol- 
ogy that confirms the Old Testament accounts of 
Joseph, Moses and the exodus. There are over 300 full 
colour photographs and a DVD filmed on location in 
Egypt at actual archaeological sites.        $32.00 

What does the Bible say about Astronomy? 
Jason Lisle A 9cm by 14cm booklet showing that when 
the Bible addresses the topic of astronomy it is accurate 
in every aspect. 24 pages.                                      $0.75 

What is Science? Answers in Genesis This 
pocket guide helps one to understand the difference 
between observable science and historical science. 

$5.00 

What Really Happened to the Dinosaurs? Ken 
Ham A 9 cm by 14 cm booklet on dinosaurs and their 
Biblical significance with quick answers to high interest 
questions. (48 pages)                                            $0.75 

Where did the Races Come From? Ken Ham et al  

9 cm by 14 cm booklet on the “human race”. Scriptural 
answers are given to many race-related questions. (48 

pages) $0.75 

Wonders of Creation Andy McIntosh Wonders of 

Creation is an excellent and convincing response to 
those who claim that a belief in creation requires us to 
close our minds to evidence. The sheer brilliance of 
design and the argument of irreducible complexity are 
presented with compelling and powerful authority.  

$32.00 

Your Guide to the Grand Canyon Tom Vail et al 

This unique handbook is a detailed guide to the 
beautiful sights and landmarks of the Canyon. It 
includes over 20 fold-out overlook pages, featuring 
special points of interest, geological features, relevant 
facts and biblical perspectives. It is a great resource for 

families planning to visit the canyon.        $15.00 

Your Guide to Yellowstone and Grand Teton 
National Parks Mike Oard et al With hundreds of 
colour photos and travel tips, this unique guide cel- 
ebrates the profound biblical history revealed within the 
dramatic landscapes. $15.00 

Your Guide to Zion and Bryce Canyon Mike 
Oard et al Here is your all-in-one guide to these two 
dynamic parks, filled with all you need to make your visit 
truly unforgettable! Contains full-colour illustrations of 
the parks’ features. $15.00 

 
 

 

Biblical Basis for Modern Science Henry Morris In 
this updated classic, now in paperback, Dr. Morris uses 
astronomy, biology, chemistry, physics and geology to 
present clear evidence that the Bible gives us an 
astonishingly accurate record of the past, present and 
future.  $15.00 

Bones of Contention (revised and updated) 
Marvin L. Lubenow Dr. Henry Morris says, “This is the 
most complete and accurate critique of the fossils of the 
so-called ‘ape-men’. The myth of human evolution is 
completely demolished.” Twenty-five years of research 
have gone into putting this brilliant work together. There 
is also an excellent section on why a Christian can’t 
believe in evolution.  $30.00 

Buried Alive Jack Cuozzo Fascinated by Nean- 
derthal man for over two decades, Cuozzo chronicles 
the deception pushed onto the public by atheistic 
scientists. Illustrated with never-before-published 
photographs.  $15.00 

Creation Evolution Controversy, The Randy 
Wysong Dr. Wysong’s probings into disciplines from 
chemistry to philosophy to geology and the fascinating 
array of 138 illustrations make this book a reservoir of 
information for high school student and teachers alike.
  $8.00 

Divine Challenge, The John Byl Dr. Byl argues that 
the Christian worldview provides the only foundation for 
logic, mathematics, science and morality and, based 
squarely on the truth of the Bible and the sovereignty of 
God, can give our lives coherence, meaning, purpose 
and hope.            $16.00 

Earth’s Catastrophic Past Andrew Snelling This 
update to Morris and Whitcomb’s The Genesis Flood 
provides up-to-date geological evidence that 
demonstrates the  authority  and  accuracy of the biblical 
account of creation and the flood. Two-volume set  

$45.00 

SCIENTIFIC 

High School – Adult 

Evolution: The Fossils Still Say No Duane Gish 
Evolutionists may invent “just-so” stories, but they have 
been completely unsuccessful at showing any scientific 
evidence for macro-evolution in the all-important fossil 
record. This book demonstrates that fact compellingly.
 $12.00 

Faith, Form and Time Kurt Wise What the Bible 
teaches and science confirms about creation and the 
age of the universe. $18.00 

Genetic Entropy and the Mystery of the Genome 
Dr. J. C. Sanford This book details compelling new 
genetic evidence that the human genome is dete- 
riorating,  and that it has always  been  deteriorating – 
ever since its origin.         $25.00 

God and Cosmos John Byl In this “Christian view of 
time, space and the universe”, Dr. Byl questions much 
of modern cosmology, including the Big Bang theory of 
origins and provides a comprehensive analysis of all 
modern cosmological ideas. His prime allegiance is to 
God and His Word.         $16.00 

Grand Canyon: Monument to Catastrophe  
Steven A. Austin Fourteen writers lead you on a tour of 
the Grand Canyon in this first distinctly creationist field 
guidebook to the geology, biology and human history of 
the world’s greatest natural wonder. The book is  well  
illustrated  with  many  colour photographs.         $20.00 

Human Body: An Intelligent Design, The Alan 
Gillen, Frank Sherwin,  Alan  Knowles This  book is 
unusual in that, while it is built around widely accepted 
physiological themes, it provides a distinct creationist 
approach to the study of the human body. $16.00 

Of Pandas and People P. Davis and D. Kenyon This 
book presents data from six areas of science that bear 
on the central question of biological origins. This is a 
balanced treatment of the concepts of evolution and 
intelligent design, explaining the scientific rationale of 
the later.   Hardcover $9.00 

Refuting Evolution 2 Jonathan Sarfati In this sequel 
to Refuting Evolution, Dr Sarfati refutes the latest 
arguments used to support evolution. This book will 
prepare you to answer your peers, teachers, neigh- 
bours and skeptics. $10.00 
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Replacing Darwin: The new Origin of Species 
Nathaniel Jeanson This book offers a revolutionary 
approach to the study of origins with a potential impact 
as big as Darwin’s. Dr. Nathaniel Jeanson is uniquely 
qualified to investigate what genetics reveals about 
origins.  $20.00 

Rock Solid Answers Mike Oard & John k. Reed, eds. 
A powerful core group of authors provides clear, 
compelling and comprehensive answers to the most 
common objections to a global flood and a young earth. 

$18.00 

Starlight and Time D. Russell Humphreys The Bible 
teaches the universe is just thousands of years old, and 
yet we can see stars that are billions of lightyears away. 
In his book, Dr. Humphreys explains his new cosmology 
with an easy-to-read popular summary and two 
technical papers.            $8.00 

The Created Cosmos Danny Faulkner This book is 
an intensely detailed examination of the scriptural 
outlook on the cosmos, constructing an integrated 
understanding of what the Bible plainly teaches about 
astronomy.           $18.00 

The Expanse of Heaven Danny Faulkner This book  
picks up where The Created Cosmos left off. This new 
book is an application of the biblical model of creation to 
the science of astronomy. It begins with the history of 
astronomy, moves on to the appearance of the sky, a 
survey of the solar system and stellar and galactic 
astronomy before finishing with modern cosmology.  

$21.00 

Thousands… not Billions Donald DeYoung This 
book summarizes eight years of research by a team of 
scientists whose goal was to explore the age of the 
earth from a biblical perspective. Dating methods are 
clearly explained in this 190-page book.        $12.00 

Thousands… not Billions Study Guide Donald 
DeYoung This new resource guides the reader through 
Dr. DeYoung’s book chapter by chapter with objectives 
outlines, overviews, implication and review questions 
and additional activities.        $9.00 

Time and Eternity Werner Gitt Dr. Gitt applies his 
laws of information science to investigate what time and 
eternity are in relation to our transient perspective, 
focusing on God who is the source of both time and 
eternity. $6.00 

Without Excuse Werner Gitt Providing the most rig- 
orous and useful definition of information thus far, Dr. 
Gitt shows that information arises only from an 
intelligent source and that ultimately all useful infor- 
mation, including biological information, comes from 
God. $12.00 

Young Earth, The John D. Morris This book contains 
much geologic evidence for a young earth. Fossils, 
dating methods and many of the assumptions that the 
theory of evolution requires are covered. Teachers and 
speakers will find the more than 80 transparency 
masters a real help in their own presentations.  

$17.00 

 
 

 

TECHNICAL 

College and University Level 
 

An Ice Age Caused by the Genesis Flood Michael 
Oard A detailed study of the scientific evidence that the 
Ice Age was caused by the Flood, and that it occurred 
thoroughly in accord with the Biblical chronology of a 
recent creation. Fully documented from secular sources. 

$24.00 

Ancient Ice Ages or Gigantic Submarine 
Landslides M. Oard The hypothesis of pre-
Pleistocene ice ages is challenged by a Flood 
mechanism.  $18.00 

Biotic Message, The Walter J. ReMine 538 pages. 
Life on Earth, communicates a non-naturalistic “biotic 
message:” the existence of a single intelligent designer. 
Written at an advanced (university) level. High priced 
but worth it!  $36.00 

Climates before and after the Flood Larry Vardiman 
Using the best atmospheric modeling tools available, 
Dr. Vardiman provides captivating insights into the flood 
and ice age. $17.00 

Creation’s Tiny Mystery R. V. Gentry A book by the 
world’s authority on radioactive haloes in granite, 
coalified wood and other rocks. This work is very 
relevant to young earth models of origins and has not 
been refuted by evolutionists.  $19.00 

Design and Origins in Astronomy (Vol. 1) (Vol. 2) 
Creation Research Society Key articles are reprinted 
from the CRS Quarterly. Both volumes include a 
sampling of important astronomy subjects by a variety of 
authors.  $13.00 each 

 Frozen Record, The Michael Oard This technical 
monograph on ice core dating deals with the origin and 
development of the Greenland and Antarctica ice 
sheets and the differences between the Creation- Flood 
and Evolutionary-Uniformitarian models for dating.
 $20.00 

Grappling with the Chronology of the Genesis 
Flood Steven W. Boyd & Andrew A. Snelling, eds. This 
828 page book is an analusis of the duration of  the 
Flood as revealed by the Hebrew language. It breathes 
the rarefied air of literary, hermeneutical and scientific 
collaboration. $32.00 

Ice Cores and the Age of the Earth Larry Vardiman 
This book is a detailed analysis of ice samples from 
deep within Greenland and Antarctic polar ice caps. The 
data obtained from ice-core drillings is reinterpreted in 
terms of a Biblical framework of earth history. 
 $12.00 

Mythology of Modern Dating Methods John 
Woodmorappe This book focuses critical light on radio 
isotope dating methods and helps the reader to 
understand the principles and cover-ups in biased 
dating methods. $15.00 

Rethinking Radiometric Dating Vernon R. Cupps 
With decades of experience in top nuclear physics 
laboratories, Dr. Vernon Cupps tackles this question 
from a scientific and biblical perspective. He shows how 
radiometric dating methods make assumptions that 
cannot be verified and examines the significant 
problems with the radioactive dating methodology 
currently employed by secularists. $24.00
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Sea-floor Sediment and the Age of the Earth 
Larry Vardiman This book demonstrates the compat- 
ibility of the data on sea-floor sediment accumulation 
with the Biblical doctrine of a geologically recent 
worldwide flood.  $15.00 

The Geologic Column John Reed & Michael Oard, 
eds. A scientific analysis of the geologic column in light 
of the biblical worldwide flood.                  $15.00

 
 Variation and Fixity in Nature Frank L. Marsh 
This unique, extremely interesting book discusses in 
detail what the phrase “after its own kind” means. 
Contains material not found in any other book.  

$10.00 

 

 

 

 

Genesis Record, The Henry Morris The only com- 

mentary on the entire book of Genesis by a creation- 
ist scientist. Discussions on all important historical and 
scientific problems are woven into the narrative, which 
holds the interest of the reader throughout. Complete 

indexes and appendices. 716 pages.      $39.00 

Henry Morris Study Bible Henry Morris. 

Containing over 6400 explanatory footnotes, 18 
appendices, index, concordance and maps, this King 
James Version Bible stresses the defense of the 
Biblical Christian faith from the perspective of literal 
creation and absolute Biblical inerrant  authority. 
(Leather  available  on request).     

Hardcover $39.00 

BIBLES and 
COMMENTARIES 

  

 
Remarkable Record of Job, The H. Morris 

Understand the importance of Job and his message in 
this first commentary of Job written from a creationist’s 

perspective. Paperback $9.00 

Remarkable Journey of Jonah Henry Morris A 

devotional on the book of Jonah that presents com- 
pelling evidence that the fish and Jonah were very real.

 $9.00 

Remarkable Wisdom of Solomon, The Henry 
Morris Dr. Morris adds to his other commentaries this 
verse-by-verse study of the books of Proverbs, 
Ecclesiastes and the Song of Solomon, including 

details on the life of Solomon. $12.00 
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Age of the Earth Andrew Snelling This DVD presents 
many scientific evidences of a young earth which 
support what God’s Word and Jesus teach about the 
earth’s age.   $12.00 

Amazing Animals of Alaska Jobe Martin Dr. Martin 
describes the design characteristics of a number of 
animals that live in Alaska.  $12.00 

America’s National Parks Noah Justice All 12 of 
Noah Justice’s Explore . . . series (see p. 15 in 
catalogue) are available in this special package.  

 $52.00 

A Matter of Faith Five & Two Pictures This is the story 
of a Christian girl who faces evolutionary teaching in her 
first year of college. The drama continues as her father 
tries to keep her from drifting away from her Christian 
faith. $25.00 

A Question of Origins (APF) This visually rich 
production reveals conclusive evidence that the uni- 
verse and all life were created by a Supernatural Being, 
the God of the Bible, our Creator. There are 8 
languages on this DVD. $15.00 

Alaska Buddy Davis This film reveals animal and 
nature facts from Alaska that are based in the truth of 
the Bible. Learn about the biblical bear “kind”, about 
mountains and valleys and the search for gold.  

$12.00 

 All Creatures Great and Small Dr. Georgia Purdom 
A creationist perspective to help us understand God’s 
original design and purpose for microbes and the 
subsequent disease causing bacteria that we have 
today. 61 minutes $14.00 

Animal Kinds Buddy Davis In this delightful sing-and- 
learn-along DVD your kids will join children at the 
Creation Museum’s petting zoo as they learn about the 
amazing animal kinds God created.   30 minutes 

 $14.00 

Astounding Evidence for a Young Earth Bruce 
Malone Using unforgettable visual demonstrations, 
Bruce Malone reveals how both science and Scripture 
indicate that the earth is relatively young. Listeners will 
learn the limitations of science and grow in their trust of 
God’s Word.  $12.00 

Astronomy Reveals Creation Jason Lisle Through 
this presentation we see how the universe declares the 
glory of God and how the Bible is right when it talks 
about the basics of astronomy. 62 minutes          $9.00 

Back to Genesis: Four Biological Facts the Bible 
got Absolutely Right Randy Guliuzza Dr. Guliuzza 
explores the origin of life, the origin of reproduction, how 
creatures internally adapt to their environments, and the 
limits of creaturely change.   $9.00 

Be Bold for Truth Georgia Purdom In this 
enlightening presentation, Dr. Purdom challenges the 
next generation to stand boldly and uncompromisingly 
for the truth of God’s word. $12.00 

Beyond Is Genesis History Vol 1 Rocks and 
Fossils Steve Austen This DVD explores the 
fascinating fields of geology, paleontology, and 
atmospheric science.  (3 discs) $32.00 

Beyond Is Genesis History Vol 2 Life and Design 
Del Tacket This DVD explores the fascinating fields of 
biology, genetics, and intelligent design with Del Tackett 
and six scientists featured in the film. (2 discs) 

 $32.00 

DVDs 
 

 

Bible Explains Dinosaurs, The Ken Ham Discover 
what the Bible says about dinosaurs and how they can 
be used to present the gospel. $12.00 

Bible Knows Best David Rives David Rives expertly 
demonstrates the fact that the Bible is an accurate 
record of history from beginning to end and is also 
extremely accurate when revealing scientific principles 
that have just recently been discovered by modern 
science. $16.00 

Body of Evidence Curriculum David Menton A 
series of eight DVDs showing God’s marvelous design 
in each of our body’s miraculous parts and systems (for 
sale only). 

Each DVD 65-100 minutes                          $12.00 each  
Set of eight DVDs $80.00 

Body of Evidence Study Questions Dr. David 
Menton Self-test study questions to supplement the 
Body of Evidence DVDs. $5.00 

Circular Reasoning in Dating Methods Andrew 
Snelling Comparing tree ring data, lake varve 
information and radiocarbon dates results in circular 
reasoning. The forced agreement renders these dating 
methods totally unreliable.   74 min      $12.00  

Cloning, Stem Cells and the Value of Life Mike 
Riddle While addressing the ethical issues sur- 
rounding embryonic and adult stem cell research, 
Riddle deflates the myths and false reports given by the 
media. The value of human life is inescapable in his 
hard-hitting conclusion. $12.00 

Code of Life, The Georgia Purdom Dr. Purdom 
clearly shows that “junk” DNA isn’t junk and that 
mutations and natural selection are headed in the wrong 
direction, corrupting and decreasing information in DNA, 
making evolution impossible.         $12.00 

Cougar: Ghost of the Rockies Exploration Films 
Through spectacular photography, the elusive cougar is 
revealed as both predator and guardian, a mysterious 
phantom in nature’s hidden world.       $16.00 

Craters throughout the Solar System Danny 
Faulkner Were craters formed over billions of years? 
This DVD explores craters on the moon, satellites, and 
planets to answer this question. 30 minutes   $12.00 

Creation and Cosmology Danny Faulkner A brief 
over-view of the ‘evolving’ ideas in secular astronomy,  
showing the errors in the big bang model.   63 minutes 

$12.00 

Creation Astronomy Jason Lisle Dr. Lisle shows 
from astronomy and from Genesis that God created the 
entire universe supernaturally. When the evidence of 
nature is understood properly it lines up perfectly with 
the clear teachings of Scripture.          $12.00 

 Creation Proclaims – Climbers and Creepers 
Jobe Martin As Dr. Martin interacts with wild animals, 
you will discover how creation proclaims the character, 
majesty, power and glory of our Creator God. 50 
minutes            $12.00 

Creation Proclaims – Flight and Spike Jobe 
Martin Join Dr. Martin and Dan “The Animal Man” on a 
spectacular journey from deep inside the earth to 
jungles and deserts . . . and to the farthest reaches of 
space.           $12.00
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Creation Proclaims – Silent Hunters Jobe Martin 
This is the third DVD in the Creation Proclaim series. Dr. 
Martin works with more animals to show how creation 
proclaims the character, majesty, power and glory of our 
Creator God. $12.00 

Creation Proclaims - The Amazon and Beyond 
Jobe Martin Dr. Martin and Dan “The Animal Man” 
adventure deep inside the Amazon rainforest to show 
how creation proclaims the character, majesty, power, 
and glory of our Creator God. In each featured crea- 
ture, you’ll learn how God is reading out to mankind in 
unmistakable ways to make Himself known.        $12.00 

D is for Dinosaur A colourful, animated reading of 
the exciting ‘D is for Dinosaur’ children’s book. (15 min.)
 $8.00 

Dasha Theory Danny Faulkner This DVD provides a 
possible explanation for the stars being millions of light 
years away while the Bible indicates a time span of 
about 6000 years. 30 minutes                      $12.00 

Darwin: The Voyage that Shook the World 
CMI In this expansive documentary, Charles Darwin’s 
voyage is retraced in lavish detail, examining his 
findings and conclusions – and their implications – in the 
light of modern knowledge. 54 minutes $18.00 

Darwin’s Dilemma Illustra Media This stunning 
exploration of the Cambrian fossil record reveals the 
sudden emergence of animals in an eye-blink  of 
“geologic time” – a revelation that stands in direct contr-
diction to Darwin’s theory of evolution through small 
gradual steps. $15.00 

Darwinism versus Christ Richard Peachey On this 
DVD, Richard shows that it is intellectually contradic- 
tory to believe both evolution and creation.        $15.00 

Design of Life Collection Illustra Media The three 
DVDs Metamorphosis, Flight and Living Waters in one 
package. (see individual descriptions elsewhere)  

$26.00 

Dinosaurs and Man: Five Clues to Dinosaur 
Origins Brian Thomas Clues from rocks, fossils, 
ancient documents and Scripture point to the recent 
creation and co-existence of dinosaurs and man. 63 
minutes  $8.00 

Dinosaurs by Design In this production, Dr. 
Menton presents the evidence that terrible lizards were 
not the product of millions of years of evolution but were 
the creation of the Master Designer.        $15.00 

Dinosaurs, Genesis and the Gospel Ken 
Ham answers common questions about dinosaurs and 
shows how they can be used to present the gospel. 2 
DVDs including songs by Buddy Davis.        $13.00 

Discovering Dinosaurs Brian Thomas This DVD 
provides five details from rocks, fossils, history and 
Scripture that point to the recent creation and co-
existence of dinosaurs and humans. 95 minutes   
  $10.00 

DNA Battles Evidence Press 7 scientists and 2 
theologians discuss the evidence from mitochondrial 
DNA and nuclear DNA research that supports the 
biblical teaching that the human race started with two 
created individuals. 59 minutes   $16.00 

Does Biology Make Sense without Darwin? David 
Menton Examining the evolutionist’s claims about the 
eye, the origin of feathers and human hair, the answer 
to the question becomes an emphatic YES! 56 minutes
  $12.00 

Dolphins: Tribes of the Sea Exploration Films 
Travel the world to see how dolphin groups in different 
locations interact with human beings and visit 
researchers as they discover just how intelligent, clever 
and intuitive dolphins really are.         $16.00 

Echoes of the Jurassic David Rives This DVD 
documents the ground-breaking soft-tissue research 
that challenges evolutionary theories because soft 
tissue should not survive for millions of years.  $22.00 

Evidence of Rapid Fossilization Andrew Snelling 
Animals and plants must be buried and preserved 
rapidly in order to form fossils. In this DVD the different 
ways in which that occurs are explained and illustrated.
  $12.00 

Evolution: Not a Chance David Menton With fas- 
cinating illusions, Dr. Menton demonstrates why a 
person must have a sizable amount of credulity in order 
to buy into the tale of evolution. 54 minutes     $12.00 

Evolution: The Grand Experiment Carl Werner 
This DVD coincides with the book of the same title.  It 
clearly conveys how evolutionary theory fails on various 
levels. This episode documents many misleading 
museum displays, magazine articles and television 
documentaries. 59 minutes       $14.00 

Evolution’s Achilles’ Heels CMI  Evolution’s 
Achilles’ Heels directly demolishes the very pillars of the 
belief system that underpins our now-secular culture—
evolutionary naturalism. It’s coupled with the Biblical 
command to reach the lost with the Bible’s Good News. 
In a nutshell, it’s a comprehensive outreach tool like no 
other.            $20.00 

The Evolution of Darwin: His Science David 
Menton Explores the science behind Charles Darwin’s 
ideas, evaluating the claims of evolution in the light of 
today’s evidence.      50 minutes         $12.00 

Explore Arches National Park amd Natural 
Bridges National Monument Noah Justice The 
Arches and Natural Bridges show so clearly that 
catastrophic processes just a few thousand years ago 
have shaped these amazing formations. The evidence 
is that the global flood of Noah’s day is responsible. 

$12.00 

Explore Dinosaur National Monument Noah 
Justice 16-year-old Noah Justice explains the 
significance of 1500 dinosaur fossils found in one 
location. $12.00 

Explore Glacier National Park Noah Justice 
Travel with Noah Justice to Montana to explore the 
amazing sites and geology of the park. Discover the 
majestic mountains, alpine lakes, vast meadows and 
remnants of once-massive glaciers and snowfields. 30 
minutes  $12.00 

Explore John Day Fossil Beds Noah Justice 
Episode 6 of Awesome Science takes the viewer on a 
field trip to the John Day Fossil Beds National 
Monument in northeast Oregon.  $12.00 

Explore Mesa Verde and Chaco Ruins Noah 
Justice Adventure to southwestern Colorado to learn 
about the ancestral Pueblo people who lived in some 
600 cliff dwellings. Then travel to northwestern New 
Mexico to see hoiw Chaco art displays an 
understanding of dinosaurs.  $12.00 
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Explore Meteor Crater and Petrified Forest Noah 
Justice In episode 3 of Awesome Science, Noah Justice 
unveils amazing evidence for recent meteor 
bombardment after the flood. See evidence of 
catastrophe that formed the Petrified  Forest.  $12.00 

Explore Mount St. Helens Noah Justice Episode 5 of 
Awesome Science takes the viewer on a field trip to 
Mount St. Helens to explore the geologic and historical  
evidence  which  supports the biblical  record. 

$12.00 

Explore the Grand Canyon Noah Justice 14-year 
old Noah Justice compares geologic processes found 
around the world which show evidence of quick, 
geologic catastrophe confirming the historical accuracy 
of the Bible.           $12.00 

Explore the Mammoth Site Noah Justice Discover  a 
Black Hills deathtrap for mammoths at this unique site, 
and learn how it lines up with biblical teaching. 

$12.00 

Explore Rocky Mountain National Park Noah 
Justice Rocky Mountain National Park includes spec- 
tacular mountains, streams, pine forests, diverse wildlife 
and lush vegetation. Go on an expedition to explore how 
the mountains were formed and eroded by catastrophic 
tectonics of the Flood.           $12.00 

Explore Yellowstone Noah Justice 14-year old Noah 
Justice shows the strong evidence of the catastrophe 
that created Yellowstone. Noah shows how the petrified 
forests and canyons reflect the historical timeline found 
in the Bible. $12.00 

Explore Yosemite and Zion National Parks Noah 
Justice Episode 4 of Awesome Science takes the 
viewer on a field trip to Yosemite and Zion Canyon to 
see granite cliffs, arches and hanging valleys created by 
glaciers. $12.00 

Extra-Solar Planets Danny Faulkner Have we found 
life on other planets? This DVD looks at the methods 
used to observe these planets, the data being collected 
and information from biblical texts. 30 minutes 

  $12.00 

Extreme Caving Buddy Davis Enjoy hidden trea- 
sures of nature as Buddy climbs, crawls, and squeezes 
through several miles of subterranean passages and 
find out more about how caves form, about bats and 
blind cave fish. 45 minutes         $12.00 

Faithful Messenger, The ICR This documentary 
contrasts the lives of Dr. Henry Morris and Charles 
Darwin, their critical turning-point decisions and the 
influence these choices had on the world. Each man 
committed himself to a worldview with enormous eternal 
consequences. 4 disc DVD set with approx. 5 hours 
viewing.  $30.00 

Fearfully and Wonderfully Made This illustrated 
lecture reveals the fascinating and complex design of 
the womb and the processes of reproduction.  $12.00 

Flight Illustra Media Filmed in North America, 
England, Peru, Green-and and Antarctica, Flight probes 
the mysteries and mechanisms of a bird’s anatomy, 
instincts and embryology. 63 min   $15.00 

Flood, The Andrew Snelling This DVD presents 
several lines of evidence that confirm the biblical 
account of the global flood and that cannot be explained   
by evolutionary models.  $12.00  

Formed to Fly David Menton Evolutionists have long 
argued that birds evolved by chance from reptiles. Dr. 
Menton examines the feathers of birds and compares 
them to reptile scales. Unlike the dinosaurs, birds are 
truly formed to fly.  $12.00 

From a Frog to a Prince Keziah A kiss from a prin- 
cess can’t turn a frog into a prince, yet evolutionists 
claim that ancestral amphibians did change into people 
just by chance and natural selection. Four Ph.D. 
scientists challenge this claim. $12.00 

Genetics, Evolution and Creation Dr. Georgia 
Purdom This illustrated DVD provides a layman’s 
overview of “mitochondrial Eve,” proposed human 
chromosome 2 fusion, gene duplication and beneficial 
mutations, demonstrating that these “proofs of 
evolution” can easily be explained from a biblical 
worldview. $12.00 

Geologic Evidences for Very Rapid Strata 
Deposition in the Grand Canyon Steve Austin 
Strata, fossils, faults, erosion and volcanoes reveal 
Noah’s catastrophic flood at the Grand  Canyon. (38 
min.) $12.00 

Global Tectonics and the Flood Dr. John 
Baumgardner Using a 3-D model he developed during 
his thesis research, Dr. Baumgardner shows how 
catastrophic plate tectonics could have  been  a major 
mechanism in the Genesis Flood model.         $12.00 

Global Warming Through on-location interviews with 
leading Christian scientists, climatologists and other 
commentators, the politics of global warming are 
revealed. This balanced approach to a very “hot” 
subject will equip you with the information necessary to 
honour the Creator without worshipping the creation.
 $10.00 

Golden River: Secrets of the Amazon 
(Exploration Films) View one of the world’s most 
beautiful and unspoiled places, host to some of the 
most remarkable and fascinating wildlife on earth. You 
will see through the lens of the finest wildlife 
photographers. 50 min. $16.00 

The Grand Canyon: Testimony to the Biblical 
Account Andrew Snelling This DVD explains the 
formation of the canyon in light of the global flood of 
Noah’s day, not slow and gradual processes. 55 
minutes  $12.00 

Heavens Declare Episode 1 Origin of the 
Universe Awesome Science Media Explore the 
different views and history about the origin of the 
universe and why we are here. Learn the scientific 
evidence which supports the biblical worldview.  $15.00 

Heavens Declare Episode 2 Challenges to the 
Big Bang Awesome Science Media Explore the 
scientific challenges to the Big Bang Theory starting 
with its most basic assumption. $15.00 

Heavens Declare Episode 3 The Starlight Time 
Dilemma Awesome Science Media Explore how 
creation scientists use scientific methods and the 
supernatural to explore light travel. $15.00 

Heavens Declare the Glory of God David Rives 
Today, much of what we are taught is based on 
theories. Theories that have led many to deny the very 
existence of our Creator. This educational DVD 
provides you with a firm Biblical foundation to stand 
upon as we are continually faced with lies concerning 
our universe. $10.00 
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Hearing and Seeing Eye David Menton Dr. Menton  
escorts you on a journey into the marvelous intricacies 
of the human ear and eye. $12.00 

Hidden World of Africa, The Exploration Films 
Remarkable photography reveals some of the hun- 
dreds of invertebrates that thrive and support lives far 
larger than their own. Discover the big wonders  of small 
creatures. 50 min. $16.00 

How well Designed was Noah’s Ark? Werner Gitt 
Dr. Gitt shows that the dimensions of Noah’s ark were 
optimal for stability and efficient use of material. $15.00 

I Dig Dinosaurs Buddy Davis Join Buddy Davis for an 
exciting educational dinosaur dig in Montana, USA. 
(Ages 4–10 and adults too) 59 min        $12.00 

Ice Age Buddy Davis Join explorer Buddy Davis as he 
hikes atop glaciers, kayaks among icebergs and reveals 
facts about animals that lived during the ice age.       
 $12.00 

Ice Age: Only the Bible Explains It, The Michael 
Oard Meteorologist Michael Oard examines the physical 
evidence, scrutinizes the secular theories and shows 
that only the Bible sufficiently explains the mechanism 
necessary to produce and sustain the Ice Age. $12.00 

Ice Age: Real and Recent Jake Hebert While sci- 
entific evidence shows that secular science fails to 
explain the Ice Age, the Bible provides real evidence. 63 
min $8.00 

Incredible Creatures that Defy  Evolution 
(Vol. 1), (Vol. 2), (Vol. 3), Dr. Jobe Martin Dr. Martin 
was a traditional evolutionist but powerful evidence from 
animal design convinced him of the truth of creation. 
Each video shows the fascinating design of six to eight 
different animals. $20.00 ea. 

Intelligent Design Collection, The Illustra Media 
This boxed set includes Unlocking the Mystery of Life, 
The Privileged Planet and Darwin’s Dilemma (see 
descriptions under individual titles. $25.00 

Into the Amazon Vision Forum The Andes Mountains, 
the Amazon jungle and the great Peruvian desert are 
the locations for these educational adventures con- 
tained in a 4-DVD boxed set. Covers Machu Picchu, Ica 
stones, plants and animals of the  Amazon. 300 minutes
 $25.00 

 Is Genesis History? Del Tackett This is a 
comprehensive documentary featuring over a dozen 
scientists and scholars looking at the world and 
explaining how it intersects with the history recorded in 
Genesis. From rock layers to fossils to lions to stars, this 
fascinating film will challenge and change the way you 
see the world.           $20.00 

Journey through Space Jason Lisle Blast into space 
and discover the order, complexity and beauty of the 
cosmos. This presentation explores the solar system 
and shows how it reveals God’s creative diversity. 
            $10.00 

Journeys to the Edge of Creation Moody Institute of 
Science Two discs take the viewer through the solar 
system, the Milky Way and beyond. See the grand detail  
only  the Master Planner  could have  created.     $15.00 

Jurassic Prank: A Dinosaur Tale Tommy Mitchell 
In this very entertaining presentation, Dr. Tommy 
Mitchell uses clips from the movie Jurassic Park to 
illustrate how the world indoctrinates us with evolu- 
tionary concepts. Using the Bible, he shows how 
dinosaurs really fit into history while debunking many of 
the popular fallacies about these creatures.        $12.00 

Kid’s most asked Questions about Science 
and the Bible Georgia Purdom Some of the 
questions Dr. Purdom discusses are about creation, 
death, dinosaurs and aliens. This DVD reveals simple, 
Bible-based  answers  for  parents  to  use  with    
children of  all  ages.          $12.00 

 King of Creation La Mirada Films Breathtaking 
views of our planet and universe, beloved passages of 
Scripture and timeless hymns of the Christian faith are 
seamlessly woven into a captivating devotional 
experience. 40 minutes  $8.00 

Leaving Your Brains at the Church Door 
Jonathan Sarfati See how to spot common fallacies and 
use correct logic—both to present a positive case for 
Christianity, and refute objections. Anti-Christian fads 
such as evolutionism and postmodernism assail 
Christians, but logic is a powerful weapon to demolish 
them. $15.00 

Lee Strobel Collection Here are three extraordi- 
nary films that examine the most crucial questions about 
Christianity: The Case for Christ, The Case for a Creator 
and The Case for Faith. $21.00 

Living Fossils Carl Werner Dr. Werner shows that all 
major plant divisions and all major animal phyla living 
today are found fossilized alongside the dinosaurs. 53 
minutes $14.00 

Living Waters Illustra Media This remarkable 
documentary celebrates the beauty and brilliance of the 
biological systems that make life in the oceans possible. 
Extraordinary cinematography and computer animation 
open stunning windows of discovery. $18.00 

Lucy, she’s no Lady (David Menton) This DVD 
shows that the skeletal remains popularly known as 
‘Lucy’ could not be human and therefore ‘Lucy’ is not 
our ancestor. $12.00 

Made in His Image ICR This four-episode DVD 
series explores evidence that the complex design of the 
human body is the result of God’s purposeful creation. It 
contains incredible facts, dazzling imagery and 
memorable illustrations. Subtitled in Arabic, Chinese, 
English, Korean and Spanish.      $35.00 

Master Designer Exploration Films This is a glimpse 
into the blueprint of creaiton that demostrates the clear 
design of a Master Designer by showing the design 
features of many animals. 75 min         $18.00 

Mighty, Wonderful Oceans Frank Sherwin In this 
wide-ranging presentation, ICR zoologist Frank Sherwin 
dives into Earth’s awesome oceans and reveals God’s 
handiwork.  Learn about big creatures like blue whales 
and even tiny bacteria that help keep our waters clean. 
From Japanese spider crabs to sand grains, moon tides 
to deep sea vents, Earth’s oceans show evidence of the 
Genesis Flood and the truth of God’s Word.         $9.00 

Millions of Years: where did the idea come from? 
Terry Mortenson This unique video introduces the men 
and the theories that helped popularize the idea of 
millions of years of Earth history. The issue is not 
science vs. religion but anti-Christian ideas vs. the clear 
teaching of Scripture. (65 min)         $12.00
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Mount St. Helens: Modern Day Evidence for the 
World Wide Flood. This video shows actual photo- 
graphs of Mount St. Helens before, during and after its 
1980 eruption and discusses its significance for the 
Biblical Flood. (36 min.) $17.00 

Mysterious Islands, The The Galapagos Islands 
come alive in this film which brings a fresh perspective 
on the Theory of Evolution: is the Galapagos a 
laboratory for evolution or a testimony to the biblical 
account of creation? 90 minutes $21.00 

New Answers DVD Vols. 1, 2 & 3 Answers in 
Genesis These DVDs contain interviews with 
contributors to the books of the same twelve questions 
that are addressed in each book.              $12.00 each 

Noah’s Flood and the Earth’s Age Andrew Snelling 
Focusing on the authority and accuracy of Scripture, Dr. 
Snelling addresses the skepticism at the biblical account 
of the flood and the young age of the Earth. 62 minutes  

$12.00 

Origin of the Species: Was Darwin Right? Terry 
Mortenson Dr. Mortenson shows that natural selection 
and beneficial mutations do not support the theory of 
evolution. This DVD shows that real science always 
confirms that God’s Word is true.         $14.00 

Our Created Moon Donald DeYoung Dr. DeYoung 
looks at four of the most popular ideas evolutionists 
have to offer regarding the moon’s origin and logically 
concludes that this “lesser light” could only have been 
placed in its orbit by an all-knowing, all-powerful Creator.  
39 minutes $12.00 

Our Created Stars and Galaxies Spike Psarris In  
this video you’ll see how recent discoveries contradict 
the naturalistic view of history. Evidence for design is 
shown by over 130 breathtaking photographs, videos 
and graphics from NASA and other sources. Discover 
how stars and galaxies proclaim the glory of their 
Creator. $12.00 

Our Created Solar System Spike Psarris Take a 
tour of our solar system, visiting each of the planets, 
through breath taking photos from NASA. Discover what 
you aren’t being told about our solar system. 106 
minutes $12.00 

Our Created Universe Spike Psarris Volume III 
explores the fatal problems and self-contradictions that 
are built into the foundation of the Big Bang model. Not 
only is there abundant scientific evidence against the 
Big Bang, the model contradicts itself, and has absurd 
implications. An objective evaluation of the evidence 
does not support a self-creation of the cosmos - instead, 
the heavens declare the glory of God. $12.00 

Radioactive and Radiocarbon Dating Andrew 
Snelling Dr. Snelling examines the assumptions 
underlying radioactive dating methods and equips 
viewers with information to counter the anti-biblical 
arguments.  55 minutes $12.00 

Radiohalos Andrew Snelling Dr. Snelling explains 
how these tiny halo patterns in crystalline rocks unlock a 
biblical understanding of radiometric dating and the age 
of the earth. 55 minutes  $12.00 

Rate Premier Conference ICR The latest research 
findings on radio-isotopes and the age of the earth are 
presented in this 2-DVD set. It is formatted so that the 
conference can be viewed in its entirety or one session 
at a time.  $28.00 

Recent Rapid Formation of Coal and Oil Andrew 
Snelling See how the evidence confirms the recent 
rapid formation of coal and oil as a result of the biblical 
flood only thousands of years ago. 60 minutes  $12.00 

Replacing Darwin’s Sacred Imposter Randy 
Guliuzza  In a cutting-edge lecture, Dr. Guliuzza shows 
how natural selection fails in the light of new scientific 
research.  Rather than being shaped by their 
environment, creatures themselves sense the 
environment and adapt accordingly, using internal 
sensors and brilliant engineering principles.  $10.00 

Rocks around the Clock Emil Silvestru This DVD 
explores geological anomalies that do not support the 
theory of evolution. $13.00 

Rock Strata, Fossils and the Flood Andrew 
Snelling Using six main geologic evidences, Dr. 
Snelling demonstrates that a global flood would produce 
billions of dead plants and animals buried and fossilized 
in sand, mud and lime that were deposited rapidly by 
water in rock layers all over the earth. $12.00 

Science Confirms the Bible Ken Ham In this fast- 
paced DVD, Ken Ham tackles the biggest creation/ 
evolution questions that he’s constantly asked by teens. 
Over a dozen “hot topics” are answered with humour 
and intensity.  $12.00 

Scientific Evidence for Creation Frank Sherwin 
In this DVD presentation ICR’s Frank Sherwin explores 
the scientific wonders and mysteries of God’s living 
creation.  95 minutes         $10.00 

Secret  Code  of  Creation  Jason  Lisle  Fractals- 

types of structures that repeat in smaller and smaller 
scales couldn’t possibly have resulted from evolution. 
The intricacy reflects the infinitely powerful mind of the 
Creator. 48 minutes            $8.00 

Set in Stone Andrew Snelling et al This program 
takes the viewer on a visual odyssey of discovery 
across Britain. It visits an array of sites that have 
inspired generations of geologists and helped us to 
unravel the mysteries of the earth’s past.        $16.00 

Swamp Man Buddy Davis Kids of all ages will be 
spellbound as they are taken “on-location” to learn 
about God’s amazing animals of the Florida Everglades. 
Viewers will be amazed at the big variety  of  animals  
that  reveal  God’s  special design.         $12.00 

That’s a Fact ICR This is a collection of 16 video 
shorts, each showcasing one truth about the BIble, 
creation or science. 28 minutes $8.00 

That’s a Fact Vol. 2 ICR This collection of 16 video 
shorts covers a variety of topics in a fun, visual and 
engaging format to make one think about scientific 
discoveries and how they relate to the Bible. 30 min  

$9.00  

The Last Adam Creation Museum Presentation This 
moving and unique DVD provides an effective gospel 
presentation. A great witnessing tool! 33 minutes 

$12.00 

The Universe ICR This four DVD set takes viewers on 
a journey through time and space, exploring how some 
of the greatest discoveries in astronomy were made by 
scientists of faith seeking to understand the exquisite 
order in God’s universe. $35.00 

Why Biblical Creation is Good Science Stuart 
Burgess Prof. Stuart Burgess uses his experience in 
engineering and science to show that Biblical creation is 
well supported by scientific evidence, including the 
conservation of matter, irreducible complexity, and 
beauty. Burgess also reveals personal experiences of 
the pressure that scientists are under to accept the idea 
of evolution.    $12.00 
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Why we need Creation Apologetics James J. S, 
Johnson ICR’s Dr. James J. S. Johnson gives four 
reasons why Christians should use apologetics – a 
rational defense of the faith. He shows how apologetics 
can corroborate Scripture’s accuracy, contradict the lies 
of evolution, clarify confusions for believers searching 
for answers, and strengthen our focus on Christ.  
Drawing from the fields of ecology, history, and a 
lifetime of legal experience, Dr. Johnson shows how 
apologetics serves as a powerful tool for sharing the 
gospel. $10.00 

Wonders of God’s Creation Moody 3-DVD This set 
includes 60-minute presentations on Planet Earth, the 
Animal Kingdom and Human Life. $25.00 

The Wild Brothers Vol.1: Welcome to our World 
Answers in Genesis The four sons of Mike and Libby 
Wild reveal what life is like in a homeschooling mis- 
sionary family. From building houses to adopting 
orphaned jungle animals the brothers share their 
adventures. $13.00 

The Wild Brothers Vol.2: Jewels of the Jungle 
Answers in Genesis in Adventure 2, the Wild brothers 
capture and describe the large variety of insects that 
inhabit the jungle around them. Hiking through the 
tropical flora is just part of the fun of catching insects.
 $13.00 

The Wild Brothers Vol.3: Paradise lost Answers 
in Genesis In their third adventure, the Wild family travel 
to a tropical reef to explore the underwater world of 
exotic fish, sea turtles, manta rays and more. Paradise 
is not perfect but Jesus will return to restore His original 

creation          $13.00 

The Wild Brothers Vol.4: Tiger Trail Answers in 
Genesis Join the Wild brothers as they hike remote trails 
in search of the legendary Tasmanian tiger. They are 
determined to uncover the truth while deepening their 
relationship with the people of their mountain. $13.00 

 The Wild Brothers Vol. 5: Island of the Gods 
Answers in Genesis The fifth Wild Brothers family 
adventure DVD follows the homeschooling mission- 
aries Mike and Libby and their four sons to the rich but 
challenging culture of Bali, Indonesia!          $13.00 

The Wild Brothers Vol. 6: Changes in Latitude  
Answers in Genesis The Wild family leave their remote 
mountain tribe to return to the coast in preparation for 
returning to the USA. $12.00 

The Wild Brothers Vol. 7 Preparing for Departure 
Answers in Genesis Follow each exciting step as the 
Wild family builds a Polynesian double canoe to sail 
across the Pacific. $12.00 

The Wild Brothers Vol. 8 Deep Sea Canoe 
Answers in Genesis Join the Wild brothers as they put 
their catamaran through sea trials in preparation for the 
trip across the Pacific. $12.00 

Things that Go Bump in the Night Danny Faulkner 
This DVD explores the topics of black holes, dark 
matter, and dark energy, separating the issues of 
physics and good science from evolutionary musings.  
55 minutes $12.00 

Three Ways to Make an Ape Man David Menton  
This lecture debunks popular restorations of ape-to- 
man evolution and gives their biblical based expla- 
nation instead. 55 minutes $12.00 

Uncovering the Truth about Dinosaurs ICR This  
four DVD set takes the viewer on a journey to various 
locations to investigate dinosaur theories while experts 
in paleontology, geology, and history examine evidence 
that casts doubt on secular theories about geologic time 
and evolution.           $35.00 

Unlocking the Mysteries of Genesis ICR These 
twleve 22-minute episodes present evidence that 
confirms the biblical account of creation and offers 
defensible answers to some of the most provocative 
and controversial questions of faith and science. 112-
page viewer guide is included. 264 minutes   $105.00 

Where does the Evidence Lead? Illustra Media 
Excerpts from Unlocking the Mystery of Life in six 10-
minute segments which challenge Darwinian evolution 
and present a powerful challenge to its validity. $18.00 

 Wonder of the Cell Georgia Purdom Dr. Purdom 
explores the complexities and inner workings of the cell 
using visually stunning computer animations, showing 
our Creator God’s marvelous designs. 48 minutes
 $12.00 
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Jonathan Park Adventure Series Each 
of these adventures is based on real 
places and scientific discoveries – all 
designed to build your faith! Join Jonathan 
Park, Jessie Brenan and their families and 
friends as they combine forces to build the 
new Brenan Ranch and Museum, excavate 
a fossil dinosaur discovery, solve mysteries, 
explore hidden caves and fight against the 
opposition to spread the message of the 
Creator. Each volume has 12 episodes on 
4 CDs 
 
Vol. I – The Adventure Begins 
Vol. II – No Looking Back 
Vol. III – The Winds of Change 
Vol. IV – The Hunt for Beowulf 
Vol. V – The Explorer’s Society 
Vol. VI – The Journey Never Taken 
Vol. VII – The Voyage Beyond 
Vol. VIII – The Copper Scroll 
Vol. IX - The Whispering Sphinx 

Vol. X The Dreamer's Tomb 
Vol. XI Call of the Exodus 
Vol. XII Pursuit of Destiny 
Vol. XIII Light in the Shadows 
Vol. XIV The Greatest Power 

Each Volume $50.00 

 

AUDIO CDs
 

 

Jonathan Park – Behind the Scenes – In this set 

of Jonathan Park CDs you will learn how the series got 
started, meet the actors of the drama, and discover how 
episodes are written and recorded. 

$23.00 

Search for the Truth Bruce Malone This album 

contains four one-hour lectures on the importance of 
taking the Bible seriously as it speaks on the issues of 
the physical world. Using stories and illustrations, Bruce 
Malone explains how science is in perfect harmony with 
the Bible when God’s interaction with creation is not 
ruled out before examining the evidence. Lectures 
include: Why are we losing our Christian Culture?. 
Astounding evidence for a Young Earth, Explosive 
Geological Evidence for Creation and The Biblical 
Answer to  Racism. 

$12.00 

Searching for the Truth on Origins Roger Oakland 

This series of messages compares the views of creation 
and evolution with the facts. It reveals the impact of the 
evolutionary view on human morality and spirituality and 
explains how the evidence for creation can be used as a 
tool for evangelism. There are 14 messages on 4 DVDs.

 $45.00 
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DVD Lending Library 
 

Members may borrow DVDs at no charge. Borrower will pay return postage unless DVDs are returned in person. 

Orders may be placed by telephone (604-591-3689) or by email (info@creationbc.org). 

Unless otherwise noted members may borrow any of the DVDs listed on pages 15-20 in addition to the ones listed here. 

For the younger set 

A is for Adam (Ken and Mally Ham) This colourful rhyming 
story teaches children about creation and the gospel. Pre-
school to Grade 4 

A Pahappahooey Island Christmas Bridgestone Geared 

toward young children, this award-winning, Muppet-style 
series follows the adventures of Ali and her furry friends 
as they sing, laugh, and explore their way through their 
colorful island. 

Creation Celebration: The Amazing Creation Room (Moody) 
Children will love learning about God’s great creation through 
breath-taking imagery, sing-along songs and a cast of char- 
acters that charm and delight. 

Creation Celebration: Countdown to Adventure This is a sequel 
to The Amazing Creation Room (see above) 

Flight: the genius of birds Illustra Media Flight probes the 

mysteries and mechanisms of a bird’s anatomy, instincts and 
embryology to reveal stunning provisions essential for life in the 
skies. See unmistakable evidences for design and the 
Designer. 

God’s Little Creation Ian Juby Learn why dinosaurs do not 
support evolution, and instead teach us volumes about 
creation and the flood of Noah. 

Hummingbirds and Beavers: Wonderfully Designed Denis 
Dreves This video was filmed in south-western BC and shows 
how the hummingbird and beaver were specially designed for 
their respective environments. 

Marty’s Creation Adventure Series ICR Learn about our 
Creator, fossils, and dinosaurs all in an entertaining adventure 
with lots of laughs. 

Marty’s Grand Adventure Marty embarks on an exiting research 

project in the Grand Canyon. Scientific evidence for creation 
and biblical truth are blended through Marty’s newest adven- 
ture. 

Raising the Allosaur The incredible discovery of this dinosaur 
points to the fact that the creature is not millions but thousands 
of years old. 70 min. 

Six Short Days, One Big Adventure Buddy Davis From a sub- 
marine deep under water to an airplane high above the 
earth, Buddy and his team use Biblical Reality glasses to 
reveal the unseen truth about God and the world around 
us. (Ages 7–12) 35 minutes 

X-Nilo Show, The Answers in Genesis The Biblically based 

creationist response to popular children’s TV programs on 
science, which often are blatantly evolutionary! Children 
will enjoy the humour of the fast-paced and well-produced 
program and will learn how dinosaurs fit with the Bible. 28 
min. 

 

Presenting the Relevance of Creation 

Apologetics 101, 201, 301 (3 DVDs) Mike Riddle Bible-
defending “basics” where Mike reveals that the Bible does 
have answers to common challenges such as: who did 
Cain marry? How could Adam name all the animals in one 
day? Is the Bible scientifically accurate? 

Be Bold for Truth Georgia Purdom In this enlightening 

presentation, Dr. Purdom challenges the next generation to 
stand boldly and uncompromisingly on the truth of God's 
Word. 

Bible Explains Dinosaurs, The (Ken Ham) Discover what the 

Bible says about dinosaurs and how they can be used to 
present the gospel. 

Case for Christ Lee Strobel This film is Lee Strobel’s personal 
investigation of the evidence for Jesus, His life, teachings and 
resurrection. 

Case for a Creator Lee Strobel This is a remarkable film about 

Lee Strobel’s journey from spiritual skepticism to a profound 
faith in the God who has etched His indelible signature upon 
every galaxy and every living cell. 

Case for Faith Lee Strobel In this powerful biblical apologetic, 
Lee Strobel tackles two of the most emotional question posed 
about Christianity: Why is Jesus the only way to God? and 
How could a loving God exist if there is evil and suffering in 
the world? 

Challenges of a Multi-Ethnic Ministry, The (Charles Ware) 

Dr. Ware shares information from his books Prejudice and the 
People of God and Reuniting the Family of God. 

Enjoy the Ride In this DVD, Kerby compares riding the rapids 
with handling the trials of life. People on the raft must follow 
their guide’s instruction and Christians must trust God’s word 
and follow His plan. 

Evolution vs God Ray Comfort What do scientists from top 
universities say when asked to give the most compelling 
evidence they can for Darwinian Evolution? This DVD 
contains some of today’s most explicit “proof” that 
evolutionism is a religious belief. 

Exodus Revealed, The Questar This DVD follows the 
footsteps of the Israelites in an unforgettable journey that 
reveals physical evidence for the Exodus and the location 
of Mt. Sinai. 

Jesus: Fact or Fiction? Peter Sykes Explore responses to 50 of 

the toughest questions posed by skeptics about Jesus and 
Christianity. 

Jesus in Genesis: The Messianic Prophecies Jonathan Sarfati 
See how the whole Bible, right from the beginning, points to 
Jesus Christ as God and man, and Saviour. The time, place 
and manner of His birth, and His mission, are just what the 
prophets foretold. 

Last Adam, The Creation Museum Presentation This moving and 
unique DVD provides an effective gospel presentation. A 
great witnessing tool! 33 min. 

Leaving Your Brains at the Church Door? Jonathan Sarfati 

Why should Christians defend their faith? How should they do 
so? See how to spot common fallacies and use correct 
logic—both to present a positive case for Christianity, and 
refute objections. 

Nuclear Strength Apologetics Jason Lisle Dr. Lisle presents a 

presuppositional approach to apologetics, and shows why it 
is the best method for defending the faith. He gives numerous 
examples of real-world discussions and demonstrates the 
logic and consistency of the biblical worldview. 
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Reconciliation Rooted in Redemption and Guided by 
Revelation Charles Ware You'll never think the same 
way again about the race issue! Dr Ware, the president 
of a multiethnic college and pastor of a dynamic, 
multiethnic church, explains how Genesis has the key to 
resolving conflicts between the so-called races. 

Search for Mt. Sinai Bible Explorer  Series  Two  explorers  

take an incredible expedition into  the  deserts  of  Saudi  
Arabia  to investigate what may be the real Mt. Sinai. The 
journey changes their lives forever and reveals evidence 
that confirms the Bible as historically accurate. 

Seven C’s of History Bodie Hodge By explaining the seven 
key events of the Bible, apologist Bodie Hodge teaches 
viewers how the entire Bible points to Christ. 

Six Days and the Eisegesis Problem (Ken Ham) Ken 
shows what happens to the six days of creation when 
one reads his own ideas into Scripture rather than letting 
Scripture speak. 

Six Days of Creation, The (Ken Ham) In this challenging 
DVD, Ken Ham clears up some common 
misunderstandings about the debate over Genesis 1 and 
the six days of creation. 50 min. 

They’re Not Just Stories Rod Martin Join Rod Martin on an 

interactive journey through the Old Testament, stopping  
along the way to see how God used ordinary men and 
women in extraordinary ways to paint the “big picture” 
that leads up to the gospel. 

Tower of Babel Bodie  Hodge  This  informative  DVD  
answers the assaults on the reliability of Genesis. It 
shows that the Babel account can be trusted as written 
and is a key to under-standing evangelism and the lands  
and  peoples  of the world today. 

What the Genesis Text Really Says about Creation 

(Douglas Kelly) This program is a serious look at the 
earliest chapters of Genesis. 

What the New Testament Really Says about Creation 

(Douglas Kelly) This companion DVD to the previous one 
shows that the New Testament has much to say about 
creation. 

Where did God come From? (Ken Ham) In answering this 

common question, Ken teaches Christians the right way 
to defend their faith when they “argue” creation vs. 
evolution. 

Why Biblical Creation is Good Science Stuart Burgess 
Prof. Burgess uses his experience in engineering and 
science to show that Biblical creation is better supported 
by scientific evidence, including the conservation of 
matter, irreducible complexity, and beauty. 

Why Won’t They Listen? (Ken Ham) In one of his most 

compelling presentations, Ken Ham explains why 
evangelism seems to be so difficult today - and he offers 
a Biblical solution. 

Your Origins Matter Jason Lisle Is Genesis true? Does it 

even matter? Many Christians join modern culture in 
dismissing the biblical account of origins, preferring the 
secular story of evolution. Yet this rejection profoundly 
affects our faith. 

 

For those with an average interest in science 

Aliens, UFOs and the Bible (Gary Bates) This illustrated lecture 
is a great introduction into the baffling mystery of UFOs. 

Astronomy and the Bible Mike Riddle An analysis of the scien- 

tific evidence for the big bang, the origin of stars and the age 
of the solar system. Includes interview with Danny Faulkner. 
(72+ min.) 

Awesome Forces of God’s Creation, The Moody Institute of 

Science Discover how water, earth and wind reveal the power 
and glory of a Master Creator in this 3 DVD set. $6.00 rental 

Beyond Is Genesis History? Vol 1: Rocks & Fossils Del 

Tackett Learn much more about the impact of the global flood 
on the Earth in these 20 new videos featuring scientists from 
the documentary Is Genesis History? Explores the 
fascinating fields of geology, paleontology, and atmospheric 
science. 

Beyond Is Genesis History? Vol 2: Life & Design Del Tackett 

Explores the fascinating fields of biology, genetics, and 
intelligent design through 16 in-depth interviews with Del 
Tackett and six scientists featured in the film Is Genesis 
History? Provides an overview of the structures and systems 
found throughout creation. 

Case for a Creator, The Lee Strobel This is a remarkable film 
about Lee Strobel’s journey from spiritual skepticism to a 
profound faith in the God who has etched His indelible sig- 
nature upon every galaxy and every living cell. (60 min. + 40 
min. of extras) 

Case for Christ, The Lee Strobel This film is Lee Strobel’s 
personal investigation of the evidence for Jesus. Strobel 
interviews experts with doctorates to establish the reliability  
of the historical records of Jesus’ life, teachings and resur- 
rection. 

Check This Out Six mini-videos address creation issues in a 

‘warp speed’ method for teens using animation, text and 
humour. Co-produced by AiG and the Veracity Project. 
20 min. 

Creation/Evolution: Does it Matter What we Believe? Mike 

Riddle Discussion of seven Biblical truths that declare the 
Bible and evolution to be incompatible. Includes interviews 
with six creationist scientists. (64 min. of lecture + inter- 
views) 

Creation: Science Confirms the Bible is True Jason Lisle 

Using simple scientific observation, Dr. Lisle systematically 
dismantles Darwin’s claims and shows that the very things 
he used to propagate his beliefs undermine those beliefs. 

Darwin vs. Calvin Vision Forum This mock debate, the “Boxing 

Match of the Millennium,” demonstrates the clear antithesis 
between the competing worldviews of Christianity and 
Darwinism. 

Darwinism versus Christ Richard Peachey On this DVD, 
Richard shows that it is intellectually contradictory to  believe 
both evolution and creation. 

Dating Fossils and Rocks Mike Riddle Discover the under- 

lying assumptions in radioactive dating methods and why 
they are unreliable. 

Dinosaurs and Creation Mace Baker Traces the history of 

dinosaurs from creation to modern times and shows how 
they fit into Earth history in a way that is compatible with 
both science and Scripture. 

Dinosaurs and the Bible Jason Lisle Dinosaurs have  long 

been used to promote evolution. In this presentation, Dr. 
Lisle shows how to understand dinosaurs through “biblical 
glasses.”
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Dinosaurs and the Bible Vance Nelson You will see 
photographic evidence that demonstrates that the 
evolutionary story about dinosaurs is clearly wrong while 
having most of your questions about dinosaurs answered. 

Distant Starlight Jason Lisle How does light from distant gal- 

axies reach Earth within the biblical time scale? In this 
illustrated presentation, Dr. Lisle discusses the nature  of 
the “distant starlight problem” and some of the strengths 
and weaknesses of various proposed solutions. 

Expelled: No Intelligence Allowed Ben Stein Ben Stein 

interviews educators and scientists that have been 
ridiculed, denied tenure and even fired for merely 
believing that there might be evidence of design in nature 
and that perhaps life is not just the result of random 
chance. This will open your eyes to the shocking lack of 
academic freedom in our society. 

Fire Below Us, The Michael Lienau This critically acclaimed 

video blends dramatic eyewitness accounts, reenactments 
and computer animation of the eruption of Mount St. 
Helens. 103 min. 

Flight: the genius of birds Illustra Media Flight probes the 

mysteries and mechanisms of a bird’s anatomy, instincts and 
embryology to reveal stunning provisions essential for life in 
the skies. See unmistakable evidences for design and the 
Designer. 

Flood Geology AIG This stunning collection of videos from the 

Creation Museum explains the possible mechanisms for 
the Flood and the tremendous effects it had on the earth. 

Fossil Record, The Mike Riddle Does the fossil record support 
evolution? Hear an analysis of famous alleged fossil inter- 
mediates and natural selection. 

Four Power Questions Mike Riddle On this DVD Mike Riddle 

poses and answers four questions for evolutionists. The 
topics covered include the age of the universe, origin of life, 
dinosaurs and fossils. 

From a Frog to a Prince Keziah A kiss from a princess 

can’t turn a frog into a prince, yet evolutionists claim that 
ancestral amphibians did change into people just by 
chance and natural selection. Four Ph.D. scientists 
challenge this claim. 

From Evolution to Creation Gary Parker Dr. Parker’s personal 

testimony of his journey from evolutionist to creationist (60 
min.) 

Genesis, Babel, and the Chinese Language Andy 
McIntosh If the Tower of Babel really took place, do we 
have any evidence today? Dr. McIntosh reveals some 
astonishing evidence that biblical events are recorded 
within the written language of ancient China! 

Genesis Debate, The (Willis vs. Wieland) Experience the 
Willis/Wieland debate and see whose views are better 
supported by the evidence: an avowed atheist or a 
believer in a literal Genesis. 

Geologic Processes and the Age of the Earth Vance 

Nelson You will see photographic evidence that 
demonstrates that canyons, strata, cave formations, coal 
and fossils do not require millions of years to form. Long 
periods of time are  not necessary to explain the geology 
of our planet, just the right processes. 

Global Warming Through on-location interviews with leading 

Christian scientists, climatologists and other 
commentators, the politics of global warming are 
revealed. This balanced approach to a very “hot” subject 
will equip you with the information necessary to honour 
the Creator without worshipping the creation. 

God of Wonders Eternal Productions This excellent DVD uses 

stunning photography of creation to display the wonders of 
God’s Power, Wisdom, Justice and Love. 

Image of God, The David Aikman Learn compelling new 
evidence that man was created in the image of God. View 
the fossil record and see for yourself that the facts support 
man as a special creation of God and not a highly evolved 
ape. 27 min. 

Incredible Human Ear, The David Rives & Prof Andy McIntosh 
You’ll learn that, just as in an orchestra, each part of the ear 
is needed for it to function correctly. What looks simple on 
the surface is actually very specifically designed. 

Inherently Wind: A Hollywood History of the Scopes Trial 

(David Menton) Discover the distortions and inaccuracies 
that the play and movie Inherit the Wind have propagated 
about the controversial Scopes trial. 

Intricacies of Flight (Andy McIntosh) Flight is one of the most 
complex behaviours of animals. Learn how it demonstrates 
the need for a Creator. 

Journey through Creation Sean Meek This presentation 
explores the controversy between creation and evolution 
and why it matters. The central beliefs of both sides are 
discussed and the consequences of a society dominated by 
the religion of Evolutionism are reviewed. Learn how to 
refute the fallacies of evolution. 50 min. 

Journeys to the Edge of Creation Moody Institute of Science 
Two discs take the viewer through the solar system, the 
Milky Way and beyond. See the grand detail only the 
Master Planner could have created. 

Life’s Story: the one that hasn’t been told Exploration Films 
In 2: the reason for the journey Exploration Films In this 
program you will learn about marine life, the complex 
behaviour of birds and the differences between apes, 
monkeys and humans. See the  intricate  designs  of  
nature’s  vast  array  of creatures and our place among them 
in this wonderfully created world. 

Lions; Kings of Africa (Exploration Films) Wildlife cinematog- 
raphers spent an entire year living  among  a  lion  pride in 
the Ngorongoro Crater in Northern Tanzania. You’ll witness 
many rare images of birth, life and death in the pride. 

Metamorphosis Illustra Media An  unforgettable  doc- 
umentary    filled    with    the     beauty     and     design 
of  the  complete  life   cycle   of   the   monarch   butterfly.   
64 minutes 

Moody Institute of Science Classics. For more than 50 

years the Moody Institute of Science has been  cap- 
turing  the  magic  of  nature’s   mysteries   on   film  
while showing  how  the  wonders  of   creation   reveal 
the majesty of God. The following titles  are  available:  
City of the Bees, Dust or Destiny, Empty cities, 
Experience with an Eel, Facts of Faith, God of the Atom, 
God of Creation, Hidden Treasures, Journey of Life, 
Mystery of the Three Clocks, Of Books and Sloths, Prior 
Claim, Professor and the Prophets, Red River of Life, 
Signposts Aloft, Ultimate Adventure, Voice of the Deep, 
Windows of the Soul 

Mount St. Helens This video shows actual photographs of 
Mount St. Helens before, during and after its 1980 
eruption and discusses its significance for the Biblical 
Flood. (55 min.) 
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Mount St. Helens: A Big Bang For Creation Lloyd 
Anderson In this one-hour slide presentation, Lloyd 
Anderson describes four wonders of the 1980 
eruptions of Mount St. Helens. The wonders are 
geological features formed quickly by catastrophic 
processes that shrink long ages of earth history to a 
biblical time scale. 

Noah’s Flood: Evidence in Australia (Tas Walker) While 
every continent has evidence of a worldwide flood, the 
evidence in Australia is particularly significant. 

Only One Race Ken Ham This video meets the racism issue  
head on. It addresses the questions of skin colour, 
origins of the nations, the curse of Ham and the influence 
of humanism and evolution on racist attitudes. 

Origin of Humans, The Mike Riddle Learn about Lucy, 
Neanderthals and other supposed human ancestors in 
this informative, fast-moving presentation. 

Origin of Life, The Mike Riddle Has life been created in the 
laboratory? This DVD discusses attempts to create life, 
DNA, information and computers. Includes interviews with 
three creationists. 63+ min. 

Origin of Old-Earth Geology  and  Christian  Compromise 
in the Early 19th Century (2 DVDs) (Terry Mortenson) Dr. 
Mortenson shares essence of his doctoral thesis in these 
two informative DVDs. 

Peachey/Goodman Debate CSABC vice-president debates a 
member of the BC Skeptics society with an audience of 
300. 

Privileged Planet, The The Illustra Media Through stunning 
computer animation and spectacular images of Earth and 
the cosmos, this video demonstrates the need for an intel- 
ligent designer. 

Riddle of the Dinosaurs An educational and entertaining 
lecture on dinosaurs for children. Mike Riddle equips the 
home viewer to answer the questions that arise about 
dinosaurs. 

Rocks of Ages or Rock of Creation? Dr. Larry Vardiman 
explains the RATE project (Radioisotopes and the Age of 
The Earth) that found exciting evidence that earth’s rocks 
may be only thousands of years old. 38 min. 

Scientific Evidences for Creation Frank Sherwin Have 
humans always been humans? Were animals designed? 
How can we make sense of the evidence we see? ICR's 
Frank Sherwin explores the scientific wonders and 
mysteries of God's living creation. 

Searching for the Truth on Origins Roger Oakland This 4-
DVD set will answer your questions about origins based on 
the facts. The series also reveals the impact of the 
evolutionary view on human morality and spirituality from a 
biblical worldview. $6.00 rental 

Spectacular Coral Reefs Robert Carter The existence of 
large coral reefs in the rock record and beneath many 
tropical seas has long been used as a case against a 
biblical creation. But coral reefs are not as strong a 
challenge to the young-earth paradigm as evolutionists 
want us to believe. 

Ultimate Proof of Creation, The Dr. Jason Lisle In this 
refreshing and powerful DVD Dr. Lisle shows why secular 
worldviews cannot stand up to logical scrutiny and how 
only the Christian worldview can account for the world we 
live in. 58 minutes 

Unlocking the Mystery of Life Unlocking the Mystery of Life 
Illustra Media This video transports you into the interior of 
the living cell to explore systems and machines that bear 
the unmistakable hallmarks of design. 

Unlocking the Mystery of Life (Spanish) This version of 
the popular DVD contains sound tracks in Spanish and 
English. (see description above) 

What is the Best Evidence that God Created? Carl Kerby 
This energetic, eye-catching presentation on some of the 
most astounding evidences of God’s handiwork builds to  an 
unforgettable conclusion – the best evidence is God’s Word 
itself. 45 min. 

What You Haven’t Been Told about Dinosaurs Brian Thomas 
Presents little-known but critical observations about dinosaurs, 
gleaned from science and Scripture. Solid answers to the 
biggest dinosaur questions, including how the fossil and 
historical evidence of dinosaurs and dragons fits so well with 
Noah’s Flood. 

Wildebeest: The Great African Migration (Exploration Films) 
The great wildebeest migration from the Masai Mara 
National Reserve in Kenya to Tanzania’s Serengeti National 
Park is a spectacle of life and death witnessed by few 
humans… until now. This remarkable epic of survival is 
seen in vivid, riveting detail. 

You Are Wonderful Paul Brand Dr. Brand’s study draws 

students into a search for learning and appreciating just 
how their bodies react and respond to the various types of 
stimuli, some friendly and some hostile. 

 

For those with scientific mind 

Artistic Ape Anecdotes: The art of deception? (Don Batten) 
Dr. Batten deals with the claimed ‘apeman’ fossils in the 
evolutionary tree as promoted by the Smithsonian Institute 
and shows that the stories do not match the facts. 

Biblical Geology: Properly understanding the rocks (Tas 

Walker) Learn how the message of the rocks agrees with 
the message of the Scriptures 

Chemicals to Living Cell: Fantasy or Science? (Jonathan 

Sarfati) In this fascinating illustrated lecture, a Ph.D. chem- 
ist shows how the laws of real chemistry prevent non-living 
chemicals from arranging themselves into living cells. 

Design in Astronomy Danny Faulkner There are many 

features of the Earth and its moon that make the earth 
ideally suited for life and humanity. As we learn more about 
astronomy, the uniqueness of Earth becomes even clearer! 

Did Neanderthals and Modern Humans Share a Common 
Gene Pool? (David Menton) Dr. Menton uses scientific evi- 
dence to answer this “modern” question. 

DNA by Design Stephen C. Meyer This DVD presents evi- 

dence, not merely of individual features of biological 
complexity, but rather of a fundamental constituent of the 
universe: information. 

Dynamic Life: Changes in Living Things (Carl Wieland) This 

presentation shows clearly that the examples used to 
demonstrate that evolution is happening all around us are 
actually the opposite of what would support evolution. 
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Evolution and Logical Fallacies Jason Lisle In this 
informative presentation Dr. Lisle gives viewers a fast-
paced course on logic, in addition to reviewing 
numerous logical fallacies, and giving examples of how 
evolutionists often use fallacious arguments in arguing 
for their position. 

Explosive Geological Evidence for Creation Bruce 
Malone From the rapid formation of vast rock layers to 
dinosaurs; from the origin of the ice age to coal 
formation; this talk shows how science supports a 
straightforward biblical perspective of earth history. 

Frankenstein Foods and Fetuses (Don Batten) Is the 

genetic modification of our foods ethical, safe, wise, 
Biblical? What about cloning and stem cell research? 
Discover how researchers have been influenced by 
evolution. 

Geology and Cave Formation: A post-flood story (Emil 

Silvestru) This DVD  explains how the Genesis account 
of a recent, worldwide flood explains most cave 
formations. They did not take millions of years to form. 

Grand Canyon: Monument to the Flood This 55 minute 

video uses photography and computer graphics to 
explain how Grand Canyon is best understood in the 
light of phenomena associated with the Genesis 
flood. 

Hubble, Bubble, Big Bang in Trouble (John Hartnett) This 
physicist argues persuasively that quasars are not mas 
sive objects at the universe’s edge but embryonic 
galaxies ejected from mature galaxies in our own 
neighbourhood. 

Icons of Evolution ColdWater Media Learn about the 

controversy that engulfs one town when a teacher 
actually tries   to tell students that some scientists 
disagree with Darwin. Discover that the most famous 
icons of evolution are based on outdated research and 
sloppy logic. 

In the Beginning was Information Werner Gitt An 
information specialist shows that coded information 
can only come from an intelligent source. The DNA 
code is proof of an intelligent Designer. 

Journey Through Space Jason Lisle Blast into space and 
discover the order, complexity, and beauty of the 
cosmos. In this DVD presentation, ICR's Dr. Lisle 
explores the solar system and shares how it reveals 
God's creative diversity. 

“Junk” DNA is Not Junk (David DeWitt) Although some 

scientists think they have discovered some DNA in 
human cells that has no purpose, this video shows that 
all DNA serves the purpose for which God created it. 

Mammoth and the Ice Age, The (Michael Oard) How did 
these hairy elephants survive their hostile environment 
and what suddenly killed them? Michael Oard unravels 
the baffling mystery of the Ice Age that followed the 
Biblical flood. 

Radioactive Decay Update: Breaking down the old-age 
paradigm (Keith Wanser) Dr. Wanser shows how the 
data from radioactive decay do not support an earth 
billions of years old. 

Radioisotopes and the Age of the Earth Steven Austin 

Dr. Austin punches holes in the assumptions behind 
these anti-biblical claims, showing how the facts are 
more consistent within the biblical model of a recent 
creation and worldwide Flood. 

The Relevance of Physics, Cosmology and Astronomy for 
Young-Earth Creation (Keith Wanser) Many scientists say 
that nothing in science makes sense except in the light of 
evolution. Dr. Wanser shows just the opposite in this inter- 
esting DVD. 

Rocks and Ages: Do They Hide Millions of Years? (Emil 

Silvestru) Dr. Silvestru explains the assumptions that gov- 
ern what geologists pretend to see in the rock record. A 
Biblical model makes much more sense of the rocks we find 
today. 

Starlight and Time (Russell Humphries) See the spectacular 
3D imagery showing how the big bang and creation 
cosmologies differ and why the evidence supports a recent 
creation of the universe. 

Thousands… not Billions This compelling documentary 

summarizes eight years of research by a team of scientists 
whose goal was to explore the age of the earth from a bib- 
lical perspective. 

Wild, Wild Weather: The Genesis Flood and the Ice Age Dr. 

Larry Vardiman Research indicates that the ice age can be 
explained by hot oceans and cold continents after the 
Flood. 
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The membership form is also available on our website 
 

Creation Science Association of British Columbia 
PO Box 39577, RPO White Rock, Surrey, BC  V4A 0A9 

604-535-0019 info@creationbc.org 

www.CreationBC.org 
 
 
 
The objects of the Association are both biblical and educational: 

• To promote young earth creation among Christians. 
• To relate the Bible of the Christian faith to the sciences and disciplines in the educational world. 
• To promote research to study creation science. 

 
The statements of belief of the Association are as follows: 

• Special Recent Creation rather than a creation by development from one form of life to another. 
• Divine design and purpose in nature, as opposed to an unorganized chance development. 
• A world-wide, global flood at the time of Noah. 
• Christ as God and Man, as our ONLY Substitute and Savior. 
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